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Abstract 

 

Over the last two decades, several countries in Europe have been witnessing the rise of the “anti-

gender movement”. In this context, various conservative actors have been advocating against 

“gender ideology”, a term used to justify initiatives against issues such as gender studies, sex 

education, marriage equality or reproductive health. Similar to other countries in Central and 

Eastern Europe, the anti- “gender ideology” movement found support in Romania in recent years 

and reached the level of political representation. However, by denying “gender” as a concept and 

other notions related to it, these initiatives have the potential of threatening all the efforts made in 

the region towards the promotion of women’s rights.  

This dissertation aims to analyse how “gender” as a concept is illustrated in the debate surrounding 

recent legislative proposals in Romania and what is the impact of such representation, if any, on 

women’s rights and gender equality in the country. To conduct this analysis, this research 

considers excerpts from legislative proposals, parliamentary debates, and written interventions on 

the online platform Facebook, mainly from members of the Parliament and the President of 

Romania. Further, by using the “What’s the problem represented to be” methodology developed 

by Carol Bacchi and an analysis of discourses, this research will draw on feminism and populism 

to understand how “gender” is depicted in this debate and if it poses any threat to women’s lived 

experiences in Romania.  
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Introduction 

In the last two decades, several countries in Europe and beyond have witnessed the rise of the so-

called “anti-gender movement”, a phenomenon of conservative initiatives advocating against 

“gender ideology”. This umbrella term is often used by various actors from different political, 

social and cultural backgrounds, to legitimise the backlash against the rights of women and the 

LGBTQ+ community, among others, in the name of protecting traditional values and the natural 

order. From mass protests against sex education in schools and same-sex marriage in France, 

Croatia, Italy or Slovenia to introducing the ban on abortion and the “LGBT-free” zones in Poland 

or prohibiting gender studies in Hungary (Grzebalska et al., 2017), the anti-gender movement is 

growing.  

In this context, similar to other countries in the region, the anti-gender proposals have found 

considerable support in Romania. Over the last decade, conservative actors have been using a 

discourse that openly denies the promotion of “gender” as a concept, to advance different anti-

gender initiatives and gain political representation. Consequently, legislative proposals and 

citizens’ initiatives emerged and proved successful, at least in the Parliament, in the name of 

promoting Romanian traditional values. The redefinition of “family” in the Constitution to prevent 

same-sex marriages, and the prohibition of gender theory and sex education in schools are among 

some of the most recent proposals promoted by conservative actors. 

Research Aim & Questions 

What all of these initiatives have in common is the opposition against the term “gender” and often 

the association with populist narratives, which have gained visibility in the region. But by 

depicting the concept of “gender” as an ideology and opposing other related notions, these anti-

gender actors have the potential of threatening all the efforts made in the region towards advocating 

for women’s rights, including those against discrimination and gender-based violence (Krizsan & 

Roggeband, 2018). The concept of “gender” lies at the foundation of many gender equality or 

sexual and reproductive health policies, and the recent rise of political mobilisation contesting such 

domains could reinforce existing unequal power relations. Especially in Romania, a country which 

is still failing to address the rise of discrimination between women and men, such initiatives 

promoted by conservative actors could pose a threat to fundamental rights and exacerbate existing 
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inequalities (Rada, 2014; Băluță, 2020), in the name of protecting traditional values. These threats 

are not always visible and the research into the discursive strategies used by such actors in Romania 

is often limited. Moreover, their impact is even more significant when the authors are high-level 

politicians, responsible for passing laws that could influence the lives of women in the country.  

As a young researcher in human rights and a woman, born in Romania, I quickly became interested 

in the political debates and legislation promoted in the country since the beginning of the Covid-

19 pandemic. I was writing a paper on the discrimination against women in the European Union 

at that time and I was curious to find out if there is any reference to “gender ideology” in these 

debates, similar to other countries in the region, often covered by the literature. Therefore, this 

research project aims to analyse the most recent legislative proposals in the country which oppose 

“gender” as a concept and the discourses surrounding such initiatives belonging to the members 

of the Parliament of Romania. It mainly attempts to examine how the concept of “gender” is 

represented in this debate and to determine if there are any threats that the anti-gender rhetoric 

could pose to women’s rights in the country.  

This analysis will not only fill the gap in the literature regarding recent legislative proposals but 

will also provide more information into the discursive strategy used by high-level politicians, to 

further identify similar initiatives and their effects, if any, particularly on women. Moreover, it 

seeks to provide a better understanding of Romania’s position within the wider anti-gender debate 

in the region, which is yet to be determined by studies in the field.  

 More specifically, this thesis seeks to answer the following research questions: 

 How is the concept of “gender” represented in the discourses surrounding the recent anti-

gender legislative initiatives promoted in Romania? 

 What are the threats posed, if any, by these anti-gender initiatives and their portrayal of 

“gender” to the efforts towards advocating for women’s rights in Romania? 

Structure 

This thesis begins by introducing the main anti-gender initiatives promoted in Romania over the 

last decade, with a focus on those legislative proposals that are the object of this analysis. 

Moreover, it provides an overview of women’s rights in the country, to better understand the 
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Romanian context. Furthermore, it explores the most relevant literature on this topic and the 

concepts used in this debate, by first considering existing studies on the rise of the anti-gender 

movement as a global phenomenon, before turning to research on the national context. 

Through the following chapters, I establish the theoretical and methodological frameworks used 

to answer the research questions. This thesis draws on feminist and populist theories and their 

representation of “gender” as a concept, to better understand how it is used in this debate in 

Romania. The following chapter introduces the empirical material, Carol Bacchi’s “What’s the 

problem represented to be” as a methodology, used to further analyse the relevant discourses in 

this debate. In this chapter, I also address the positionality and ethical aspects that were considered 

throughout this thesis. 

The last chapter presents the process used to conduct this research and its main findings, for each 

of the three legislative proposals. At this step in the analysis, I focus on identifying the main 

problem representations within these laws, the presuppositions and assumptions embedded in 

them, before critically assessing what is missing, and what are the silences and effects. Finally, I 

reflect on the main conclusions and offer brief recommendations for future research on this topic.  

Delimitations 

Due to its limited length, this thesis will only focus on analysing the most recent legislative 

proposals considering “gender” which passed the vote of one or both chambers in the Parliament 

of Romania, from March 2020 to January 2023. I chose this time frame because it covers the debate 

surrounding these proposals, from their initiation to adoption in the Parliament or, in some cases, 

contestation at the Constitutional Court. Moreover, I decided to select these proposals due to the 

lack of research involving their provisions. 
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Background & Motivation 

There are extensive studies which explore the rise of conservative groups, with an emphasis on 

politicians’ behaviour and their ideological background. However, few of them examine the 

connection between these actors and the anti-gender movement. Moreover, existing studies rarely 

mention the phenomenon in Romania. There are even fewer analyses of recent legislative 

proposals and how the anti-gender discourse transcended borders and gained political 

representation within the Parliament. At the same time, the impact of their political gains in the 

country has remained mostly unknown to the public due to a lack of reports on this issue. Even 

when recent legislative proposals are mentioned, their content is mostly perceived as a threat to 

the LGBTQ+ community, with little reference to other groups.  

As I previously noted, after reviewing some of the works about the anti-gender movement in the 

region, I became curious in understanding how this phenomenon is explored in Romania. Born in 

the country, I have always had an interest in women’s rights, thus I wanted to understand if this 

new political debate has any implications towards the use of the term “gender” and women’s lived 

experiences. Therefore, this research project seeks to fill the gap not only at the national level but 

also within the literature about anti-gender movements in Central and Eastern Europe, focusing on 

a country that hasn’t been covered by these studies. Considering its growing influence in the 

region, this thesis could also prove useful in examining the impact of the anti-gender movement, 

if any, on human rights and gender equality. Moving further, this section will explore the anti-

gender legislative initiatives under this discussion and the state of women’s rights in the country. 

Anti-gender legislative initiatives 

Compared to other countries in the region, in Romania, the debate around “gender ideology” has 

been relatively recent in the public sphere. Although conservative actors have always been active 

in post-communist Romania, it wasn’t until the last decade that legislative initiatives promoted by 

conservative groups, with the support of major political parties, civil society and the Orthodox 

Church, proved successful in the Parliament (Băluță, 2020). In 2016, Romania ratified the Istanbul 

Convention without any resistance, after signing it in 2014, in a context where many countries in 

the region refused to finalise the process. Some conservative civil society actors denounced the 
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international instrument due to its reference to “gender”, but their influence was minimal (Brodeală 

and Epure, 2021).  

The year 2016 marked also the launch of the first referendum based on a citizens’ initiative to 

revise art. 48 of the Constitution on the definition of family (Norocel and Băluță, 2021), as an 

opposition to same-sex marriages. Although the referendum failed due to a low turnout of voters 

(Mărgărit, 2020; Turp-Balazs, 2020), it was an opportunity for anti-gender conservative actors to 

gain visibility and political representation. While worth mentioning, this referendum has widely 

been analysed in the literature as an anti-LGBTQ+ initiative. Thus, this thesis will examine the 

following anti-gender legislative proposals which received less attention. 

At the beginning of 2020, the Parliament adopted the Law for Amending and Completing Art. 7 

of the National Education Law No. 1/2011 (L87/2020) which forbids any theory or information 

stating that “gender” is separate from “biological sex”, in schools, universities or other educational 

spaces (Pora, 2020). Despite not entering into force and being declared unconstitutional in 

December 2020, this proposal generated opposite discourses on “gender ideology” which 

transcended the chambers of the Parliament and influenced public opinion. 

One year later, following the submission of 7 deputies of the Democratic Alliance of Hungarians 

in Romania, another amendment (PLx. No. 243/2022) was tacitly approved by the Senate. This 

new change of Law No. 272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children’s rights is currently 

waiting for preliminary reports from multiple Commissions within the Parliament, before being 

debated and voted in the Chamber of Deputies (Chirciu, 2022). Among its provisions, this proposal 

introduces new elements regarding children’s identity and bans any materials that promote the 

deviation from the sex assigned at birth, naming “gender ideology” as the main threat to traditional 

values and the Christian family. 

On June 21, 2022, the Parliament of Romania adopted another legislative proposal aimed at 

amending Art. 46(3) i) Law No. 272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's rights. 

This initiative introduced the written consent of parents and legal representatives in running life 

educational programmes and replaced the term “sex education” with “health education”, to prevent 

sexually transmitted diseases and teenage pregnancy (Vulcan, 2022). While its content makes no 

specific reference to “gender” as a concept, the debate surrounding this proposal indicates the 
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involvement of anti-gender actors and is connected with sex education, as one of the main targets 

of the anti-gender movement. 

Over the last two years, conservative actors have also reacted against the use of the distinction 

between “gender” and “sex” in new identity cards, for example, or the introduction of gender 

equality materials in schools, developed by non-governmental organisations (Șerban, 2022). 

Similarly, the adoption of the “Matić report” in the European Parliament on the situation of sexual 

and reproductive health and rights in the European Union, with regards to women’s health, has 

also sparked reactions from civil society and political actors (Birzoi, 2021). However, these 

initiatives were mostly part of the public discourse and never reached the level of political 

representation. Furthermore, the failure of such initiatives and the perseverance of its initiators 

could indicate that they are only the beginning (Mărgărit, 2020), with more conservative actors 

and anti-gender proposals to come in the future.  

Women’s Rights in Romania 

After its accession to the European Union, Romania implemented several measures, created new 

institutions and put in place strategies for reaching its goals towards gender equality. However, 

despite its development in legal, policy and institutional framework in this domain, Romania still 

fails to address discrimination against women and the LGBTQ+ community, and it currently ranks 

26th in the European Union on the Gender Equality Index (European Institute for Gender Equality, 

2022). 

National research projects also show that Romanian society is constantly reproducing gender 

stereotypes which put women in an inferior position (Băluță and Tufiș, 2022). Moreover, violence 

against women represents one of the most widespread human rights violations in Romania. 

According to the Council of Europe (2022), sexual violence is mostly underreported and the 

mechanisms for supporting victims are not efficient or adequately distributed across the country. 

In 2022, for example, 75% of the rape cases considered solved by authorities were closed files, 

similar to sexual harassment cases, 74%, with 92% of the victims being women and 98% of the 

perpetrators, being men (Centrul FILIA, 2023). Women are also victims of human trafficking, and 

Romania remains one of the main countries of origin for victims of such acts, according to the 

(Council of Europe, 2021). The same report of 2021 states that three out of four victims of 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?1ot9cn
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trafficking were women and half of them children, with sexual exploitation as the most common 

purpose of this crime. Women who are impacted by such crimes are often left without any financial 

or psychological support and the promotion of gender stereotypes in society sustains a culture of 

victim blaming.  

Lastly, according to UNICEF (Nanu et al., 2021), Romania had the second-highest number of 

teenage pregnancies in the EU in 2021 and there are few indications that the situation has changed 

since then. The same report suggests that the lack of national sex education represents the main 

cause, while activists blame the judicial system’s tolerance and society’s attitude towards rape. 

The number of abortions among teenage girls is also high, and contraceptive measures and 

reproductive rights are often limited, especially in public hospitals (Ofițeru, 2022). Abortion has 

been legal in Romania since the fall of Communism, but many doctors still refuse to undertake 

such procedures and particularly during the Covid-19 pandemic, many women had to resort to 

unsafe measures.  

Overall, Romania has adhered to most of the relevant international instruments regarding women’s 

rights in the region. However, some provisions still lack the implementation needed to achieve 

gender equality in the country and to ensure a safe space where women can enjoy all their basic 

human rights. As shown in this section, violence against women, human trafficking, teenage 

pregnancies and limited reproductive health services are among the issues that women are facing. 

Moreover, these violations of women’s rights are often sustained by gender stereotypes which 

perpetuate inequalities and contribute to a climate of discrimination and social exclusion (Rada, 

2014). In this context, the rise of anti-gender initiatives could have an impact on women’s rights 

in the country, an issue explored in the following chapters. 
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Literature review 

In this section, I will provide an overview of the most relevant literature in this field, as an attempt 

to examine the concepts used in this debate, trace its origins and map the main actors, triggers and 

strategies used. The studies reviewed in this chapter will also touch upon the possible impact of 

anti-gender initiatives on gender equality and women’s rights. The literature review will first 

consider prior research on anti-gender initiatives as a global phenomenon, before turning to studies 

specifically focusing on Romania.  

Anti-gender campaigns as a global phenomenon 

In the last two decades, we have witnessed an increasing body of literature on the rise of anti-

gender campaigns, mainly across Europe and Latin America. Most studies focus on those 

conservative actors and initiatives that have successfully mobilised people against issues related 

to the rights of women and the LGBTQ+ community such as same-sex marriage, gender equality, 

reproductive services, sex education or gender studies (Grzebalska et al., 2017). Their discourse 

mainly opposes the concept of “gender ideology”, also known in some instances as “gender 

theory” or, in German-speaking countries, “genderismus”, which functions as a multi-purpose 

term, able to accommodate the interests of those using it.  

In this context, previous research attempts to explore the different approaches towards the use of 

these terms and their function in the wider anti-gender movement. As Kuhar and Paternotte 

(2017a) claim in their studies, there has been a lot of research on different countries and for a long 

time, these mobilisations were considered strictly bound to a national context. However, what 

many authors have assessed as being specific to a country has proven to be a global phenomenon. 

For this reason, looking at the concepts and strategies employed by anti-gender initiatives abroad 

could be relevant to understanding the same movement in Romania. 

Kuhar and Paternotte (2017b) are among the authors who started referring to this phenomenon as 

a transnational movement, by including all the mobilisations against “gender” across Europe since 

the 1990s. According to these authors, these initiatives across the continent are not a reiteration of 

previous acts or a reaction to other existing social phenomena. On the contrary, the authors claim 

that seeing it as a reactionary movement would actually prevent us from understanding this debate 
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and how discourses are positioned independently from each other (Kuhar and Paternotte, 2017b). 

Corredor (2019), on the other hand, argues that anti-gender campaigns became a countermovement 

against the feminist and queer social movements. The purpose of the latter, as shown by the author, 

is to challenge the current status quo, a practice often seen in the work of anti-gender actors in 

countries across Europe and Latin America. As a consequence, through their counterstrategy, 

conservative actors manage to mobilise their resources towards a common goal against previous 

movements (Corredor, 2019).  

Several other studies (Fassin, 2011; Garbagnoli, 2016; Case, 2019) suggest that the anti-gender 

movement was born as a response to the UN World Conferences in the early 1990s, where feminist 

and queer activists advanced their human rights agenda. These conferences introduced the term 

“gender” instead of “sex” to explain how inequality between men and women is not caused by 

biological but by socially constructed differences. According to the already-mentioned authors, 

the progressive views on “gender”, “sex” and “sexuality” were seen as a direct threat to the 

Catholic religion and its view on the traditional family. As a consequence, the Vatican became the 

first actor to openly oppose “gender” and sexual equality. In time, the triggers and actors of this 

movement became more varied. 

Furthermore, Kováts (2017) states that these movements can easily be reduced to the concept of 

“conservative backlash”, due to their attacks on the initiatives of advancing the gender equality 

agenda. However, what others describe as “the patriarchy fighting back” is according to the author 

even more complex, due to the common strategies used and the coordinated attacks across borders. 

These movements may not be defined by an anti-feminist ideological background, but their 

attempts to use “gender ideology” to advance their own political goals make them key actors in 

this debate (Kováts, 2017).  

Other authors mention the character of a conspiracy theory or cultural war to describe the ideas 

developed to advance women’s rights, especially in the field of gender studies, which have been 

under attack. Bracke and Paternotte (2016) even insist that the use of the term “ideology” was 

intentional because it portrays particular beliefs that are far from reality. As a consequence, all the 

knowledge produced by gender studies is denied when compared to other concepts from natural 

sciences (Bracke and Paternotte, 2016).  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=S51leJ
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In a previous study which brings together analyses of anti-gender initiatives in different countries 

across Europe, Kováts & Põim (2015) introduce the term “symbolic glue”. According to the 

authors, “gender ideology” brings together different actors under the same notion, against similar 

targets which threaten the natural order. Consequently, the term connects various discourses from 

different ideological backgrounds (Kováts & Põim, 2015). The literature on this topic has also 

claimed that “gender ideology” functions as an “empty signifier”. According to Mayer & Sauer 

(2017), the concept used in this debate can hardly be linked to previous ideological backgrounds 

and it is mostly employed as a vague association of different issues. The study also stresses the 

connection between “gender ideology” and different concepts that can adapt and change over time 

due to what the authors call a misinterpretation of existing feminist and queer theories (Mayer & 

Sauer, 2017).  

In the Central and Eastern European context, “gender ideology” has also been associated with the 

neo-colonial project and the West’s intention to impose immoral values upon the rest. Graff & 

Korolczuk (2022) use the anti-colonial frame to explain how anti-gender actors often criticise the 

Western elites and their attempt to impose their values through feminists, left-wing politicians or 

transnational actors. They argue that according to the anti-gender movement, Eastern Europe has 

become “the battleground” in the struggle against gender promoted by the colonisers of the West 

(Graff and Korolczuk, 2022a, p. 54).  

Within this approach, other authors (Toldy and Garraio, 2021; Fábián, 2022; Kováts and Laczó, 

2022) also consider the East/West divide, particularly in the Eastern European context. They 

analyse how anti-gender groups often portray themselves as the victims of a powerful lobby 

campaign promoted by foreign agents such as the European Union or the Council of Europe. 

Contrary to this view, Paternotte and Kuhar (2018) don’t see the relevance of the East/West divide 

in this debate, although they acknowledge the criticism towards international organisations or 

private foundations such as the Open Society Foundation or Ford Foundation, which are seen as 

foreign agents. 

Another particular characteristic of the anti-gender movement in the Central and Eastern European 

context is the link between “gender ideology” and notions such as Socialism, Communism and 

Marxism which were long defeated in the region. As noted by Anić (2015), attributing “gender 

ideology” to Marxism has a very different connotation and impact in this part of Europe. This is 
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mainly due to the recent history of Communism in post-socialist countries, and the fear associated 

with this regime (Anić, 2015). Kuhar & Zobec (2017) also assume that anti-gender actors use 

“gender ideology” and its connection to Communism as a tool to “revive unpleasant memories of 

the former totalitarian regime” (Kuhar & Zobec, 2017, p. 35). Likewise, in a different study, 

Korolczuk & Graff (2018) acknowledge how the region is aware of the threats posed by totalitarian 

regimes. As a consequence, “gender” is often depicted as a “leftover from communism” 

(Korolczuk & Graff, 2018, p. 812).  

Other studies explore the connection between “gender” and populism. They claim that the anti-

gender movement takes advantage of the rise of right-wing populism in Europe and is often 

associated with the broader debate of “we” versus “the others” (Kourou, 2020). “Gender 

ideology”, according to Kourou (2020), has become an important instrument for populists to justify 

their actions, while the mobilisation against equality is seen as the prerequisite of a broader crisis 

against liberal democracy. In a recent study, Graff and Korolczuk (2022b) claim that the populist 

right often redefines the meaning of “gender” and uses it according to their interests. The entire 

anti-gender debate is seen by these authors as a populist discursive strategy which shifted its focus 

from opposing solely reproductive and sexual rights to challenging democracy, individualism, 

human rights and gender equality. But as emphasized by Kováts (2018), “gender” is not the final 

target of populists and they should not be viewed solely as a mobilisation against equality. The 

discourse used by the anti-gender movement is often overlapping with the narrative of the right-

wing populists. However, not all populists use “gender ideology” to further their political agenda, 

just as not all the actors involved in this debate are embracing populist views (Kováts, 2018). 

The question now is to what extent these theoretical approaches examined in literature are relevant 

to assessing a possible threat posed to gender equality and women’s rights. In light of this question, 

Krizsan & Roggeband (2018) are among the few authors who focused their research on the 

backsliding process of gender equality policies, in the context of the rise of anti-gender initiatives. 

They mention that most of the acts leading to policy dismantling have an impact on family 

programmes, reproductive services and gender-based violence, as well as sexual education issues 

(Krizsan and Roggeband, 2018a). These are all aspects that are affecting women.  

In a different study, the same authors state that democracy has a big impact on women’s rights, as 

they give them the space to advance their gender equality agenda (Krizsan and Roggeband, 2018b). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Bq7HwM
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The discussion is particularly important for the Eastern European context, where women’s rights 

may seem fragile since they did not have the time to properly develop. Further, according to the 

authors, in this debate, women are expected to comply with their roles as mothers and their 

reproductive function towards the perpetuation of the nation itself. In this context, not only human 

rights and gender equality policies could be under attack, but also their defenders, queer and 

feminist activists, and practitioners in the field of gender studies. These views are reiterated by 

Verloo & Paternotte (2018) who acknowledge the long process of defining “gender” as a concept 

and introducing it in the international human rights instruments. Despite the struggle to achieve 

equality, the authors claim that women have been excluded from this process and their presence at 

a decision-making level is even more obstructed by this new anti-gender movement (Verloo and 

Paternotte, 2018).  

Antić & Radačić (2020) join the body of literature which claims that women’s rights are under 

threat at the moment due to the rise of such movements. They point out how the transition from 

“sex” to “gender” has met opposition over the years and that the new anti-gender initiatives have 

the potential of threatening all the progress registered until now (Antić and Radačić, 2020). The 

authors also analyse how the term “gender” is instrumental in understanding patriarchy and the 

impact of sexism and transphobia when used within the anti-gender discourses. Furthermore, 

Grzebalska and Pető (2018) estimate that the impact of the anti-gender movement on women’s 

rights could be even higher when attempting to influence the legislative process and policies in 

place. In this context, according to the authors, women are not part of the process, the proposals 

are often passed without debate or consultations. This indicated process is very similar to the 

adoption of the legislative proposals under scrutiny, in Romania.  

The questions that naturally arise from the overview of the anti-gender movement in this section 

are mostly related to if and how these conceptualisations of “gender ideology” have any effects on 

women’s rights and existing policies once they reach the realm of political representation. To 

assess the situation in Romania, we must review which of these concepts are used by the 

conservative actors, to what purpose and with what consequences.  
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The anti- “gender ideology” debate in contemporary Romania 

Even though anti-gender initiatives can be traced in Romania since the early 2000s, there is not 

that much literature examining their emergence or impact on women’s rights in the country. 

Nevertheless, there is a growing interest in analysing the strategies used by different political 

parties and, among others, “gender” seems to stand out as one of the main issues often 

instrumentalised by their discourse.  

In Romanian literature, many authors tend to analyse the opposition to “gender” within the broader 

study of gender equality policies. In this regard, Norocel (2016), whose study pursues the process 

of how new legislation was implemented in post-communist Romania, affirms that two particular 

issues drew the attention of political parties at that time, namely the position of women and 

minorities in society and the legacy of the totalitarian regime. As a consequence, new legislative 

initiatives were adopted towards promoting women’s rights, which slowly attracted opposition as 

part of a larger trend in the region (Norocel, 2016). Even in this context, the reports required by 

the accession to the European Union revealed that gender equality was not a priority in the country, 

as emphasised by Băluță (2020). Consequently, the integration of the acquis communautaire 

translated into new policies and institutions established to achieve the goals set by the accession 

(Băluță, 2020; Mărgărit, 2019). Furthermore, according to the same authors, the financial and 

economic crisis offered the fertile ground for democratic backsliding and the rise of new 

conservative groups able to mobilise against gender equality and the adopted policies. Today’s 

anti-gender movement isn’t, therefore, a new phenomenon, but actors who manifest themselves at 

a larger scale compared to the previous two decades (Băluță, 2020). 

Vlad Oprica claimed ever since 2008 that Romania represents one of the best examples of “rights 

on paper, but not in reality” (Oprica, 2008, p. 29), a fact reiterated by Chiriţoiu (2019) who reminds 

us how the country occupies the lowest places in terms of gender equality indicators in Europe. 

Moreover, the author argues that there is no political representative in Romania who publicly 

opposes gender equality. On the contrary, their strategy is mainly to abstain from taking any 

efficient measures, and as a result, many policies remain underdeveloped and require high efforts 

from civil society to be implemented  (Chiriţoiu, 2019). This context opens the space for new 
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conservative groups to oppose concepts and the legislative progress connected to gender equality 

and women’s rights. 

A large number of existing studies have focused on exploring the strategies and discursive 

practices of different conservative actors who eventually became highly involved in the debate 

surrounding “gender ideology” in the country. Turp-Balazs (2020) explains that Romania 

distinguishes itself from other countries in the region such as Hungary and Poland due to no ruling 

party dominating the anti-gender discourse. On the contrary, there is a coalition of different 

conservative actors, which brings together members across the whole political spectrum, 

representatives of the Romanian Orthodox church, the Catholic church and many Protestant 

churches, non-governmental organisations, independent experts and private associations (Turp-

Balazs, 2020).  

According to Norocel and Băluță (2021), political parties in Romania and other conservative 

groups import notions such as “gender ideology” or gender as a “neo-Marxist construct” and then 

use them to gain political representation. In their analysis of different statues of political parties in 

Romania, Soare and Tufiș (2019) affirm that the current climate of conservative groups in Romania 

is resembling “a phoenix” rising from the ashes, due to their ability to reinvent themselves, without 

bringing any new aspects to their mission.  

Voiculescu & Groza (2021) also reflect on the use of “gender ideology” by different political actors 

during the last decade. They argue that the opposition to “gender” is instrumentalised as a 

distraction from the acts of corruption and illegal activities of members of the political landscape. 

Moreover, the Romanian parties are taking advantage of the anti-gender discourse displayed in the 

region and their narrative usually overlaps or takes major themes from the transnational movement 

(Voiculescu & Groza, 2021). Another study (Bretter, 2022) argues that many conservative groups 

use anti-gender rhetoric because they did not possess sufficient means to succeed on their own 

before. 

Some authors have also recognised the influence of populist views among mainstream parties in 

Romania. Dragoman (2013) and Chiruta (2021) examine in their studies how parties with a long-

term influence on the Romanians politics domain started displaying a populist view in their 

discourse, as they appeal to the “the people” versus “the elites” dichotomy. Moreover, according 
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to the authors, due to their ideological background and political support towards anti-gender 

initiatives, they are often perceived as populists.  

The main targets of the anti-gender campaigns in Romania are also reported in the literature. Rada 

(2014), for example, explores how sex education was perceived in the country and claims that 

sexuality is still a taboo subject in Romanian society. Moreover, while Romania faced one of the 

most restrictive legislation of the communist bloc regarding abortion, its impact can still be seen 

today, with almost non-existent sex education hours in schools, few specialists prepared for 

handling such subjects, and a lack of knowledge and communication with parents, especially in 

rural areas with a low literacy rate. This situation can have a crucial impact on issues related to 

reproductive services, gender-based violence and discrimination against women (Rada, 2014). 

Other authors (Bucur, 2021; Tăriceanu, 2022) explore the development of gender studies as a 

discipline in Romania and how the newly emerged opposition against it could translate into 

women’s lives. They conclude that despite having multiple studies which show how gender 

discrimination impacts different sectors of Romanian society, the commitment to gender equality 

is overall superficial (Bucur, 2021). Moreover, Romania sees gender studies as an auxiliary 

domain to other disciplines and the traditional way of thinking, dominated by the Orthodox dogma 

promoting hierarchical gender roles and stereotypes, is easily translated into the educational 

system (Tăriceanu, 2022). 

A more extensive body of literature can be found on the topic of legislative proposals that have 

been emerging from these actors. As one of the previously cited authors (Băluță, 2020) mentions, 

the anti-gender initiatives in Romania managed to move beyond discourse and mobilisation, to the 

extent to which they started proposing legislative initiatives and entering the field of political 

representation. Several authors (Mărgărit, 2019; Dimulescu, 2020; Gherasim-Proca, 2020; 

Norocel and Băluță, 2021) examine the process of changing the Constitution, launching citizens’ 

initiatives and organising referendums to redefine the notion of “family” and oppose marriage 

equality initiatives. Others analyse the anti-gender efforts of amending different bills to ban gender 

studies and sex education in the name of protecting the child’s interest (Turp-Balazs, 2020; 

Brodeală and Epure, 2021).  

These studies focus mainly on the conservative groups behind such initiatives and the final result 

of their endeavours, with a focus on their anti-LGBTQ+ rhetoric. However, few authors address 
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in their research the portrayal of “gender” in the discourses employed by these actors and what is 

the impact of such representation. As Popescu and Vesalon (2022) state, by declaring war on 

gender equality, including gender studies, reproductive rights, sex education or marriage equality, 

the anti-gender initiatives in Romania have the potential to irreversibly impact all the progress that 

has been achieved towards promoting the rights of women and the LGBTQ+ community. 

Therefore, it is crucial to analyse further all these initiatives, to provide a broader view of the 

discourse used in these campaigns.  
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Theoretical Framework  

As shown in the literature review, “gender” represents one of the key concepts used by the anti-

gender actors in their discourse, with aspects which vary among actors and initiatives, both 

nationally and transnationally. In this context, it is crucial to establish the theoretical framework 

necessary for understanding the portrayal of “gender” in Romanian debates. While there is 

extensive research related to this concept, this thesis will draw on its representation in feminist 

theory and gender studies, which is at the foundation of the gender equality policies in Romania. 

Moreover, this thesis will explore populism as an opposing view to feminism and its representation 

of gender, due to the influence of this political thought on the participants of this debate, shown 

by the literature. 

The feminist conceptualisation of “gender” 

Since its inception, the feminist movement has been advocating for women’s rights and for 

tackling those barriers in society that are challenging them. Whereas many activists and 

organisations came together under the values promoted by feminism, their purpose was not only 

to raise awareness about the issues women were facing. They quickly realised that to end women’s 

oppression, they had to challenge and further change existing structures and ideological 

foundations. This is the context where the feminist theory was born, as a theoretical attempt to 

understand the source of the subordination of women in society. Feminist theory and its 

conceptualisation of gender and sex later became the foundation of a new interdisciplinary field, 

namely gender studies (Toldy and Garraio, 2021).  

As noted by several authors (Disch and Hawkesworth, 2016; Hirudayaraj and Shields, 2019; 

Kinsella, 2019), there is no unique definition of the feminist theory, just how feminism doesn’t 

represent a single movement, but a range of political and social initiatives. Nevertheless, all the 

theoretical approaches developed by feminists under what today we consider feminist theory share 

the same aim of promoting equality and countering injustice. The feminist theory that is used as a 

theoretical lens in this paper is understood as the critical and interdisciplinary field which puts 

women's issues at the centre of its analytical efforts. On a political level, feminists work towards 

promoting women’s rights and advocating for gender equality. The feminist critical framework, 
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on the other hand, focuses on the meanings of “gender” and “sex”, in an attempt to identify those 

norms and behaviours that challenge women’s equal position in society (Lykke, 2010).  

According to feminist theory, “gender” is a socially constructed and dynamic concept that 

develops across time and cultural contexts (Kessler and McKenna, 2006; Johnson and Repta, 2011; 

Disch and Hawkesworth, 2016). The term “gender” is used by feminists as an analytical lens to 

make the distinction between biological sex and how roles associated with it are the product of 

interactions in society. By recognising that “gender” is socially constructed, feminists seek to 

identify those processes that maintain the patriarchal order, depict women as inferior and 

contribute to discrimination against them (Harrison, 2006). The development of “gender” as a 

concept of feminist theory can be linked with many contributions from different disciplines. 

However, this analysis will mostly consider the representation of this concept by the social 

constructionists within the feminist theory.  

Throughout the history of this movement, some of the first feminist theoretical attempts sought to 

understand how certain cultural assumptions associated with biological sexes constrain the 

behaviours of people in a given context. Before this approach, the majority of research focused on 

exploring the differences between biological sexes, as a well-defined binary system (Biever et al., 

1998). Biological determinism argued that individuals belong to two categories based on their sex, 

namely male and female, while essentialism attributed people’s characteristics to biological 

features (Scott, 1986). Feminist thought however is not concerned with such distinctions, but with 

how the social context is shaping men's and women’s behaviour. Without fully rejecting the 

argument that there are some differences between individuals due to their biological features, 

feminist theory contests which behaviours and characteristics fall under this category of “natural” 

differences. They assume that socially constructed attributes and expectations are more easily 

susceptible to change than biological ones (McElhinny, 2014). These assertions are the 

foundations of the concept of “gender”, as an instrument to counter those views that attribute 

inequality to biological features associated with males or females.  

According to social constructionists within feminist thought, “gender” is used to explain how an 

individual’s identity is the product of competing discourses and behaviours associated with one’s 

sex, and not an inherited trait (Scott, 1986; Bohan, 1993). Discourse becomes constitutive of social 

reality (Coates, 2012) and contributes to reproducing those cultural assumptions associated with 
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biological sexes, hence to gender as a socially constructed concept. From the enactment of gender 

in the daily interactions in society, social constructionists within the feminist theory often focus 

on analysing the institutionalisation of this concept (West and Zimmerman, 1987). More 

specifically, while legal norms usually use “gender” and “sex” interchangeably, almost as 

synonyms (Robcis, 2015), these terms are often reproduced by social institutions that have an 

increasing influence on society and contribute to propagating values, roles and expectations. 

Institutionalised gender interacts further with other aspects such as sexual identity, race or class, 

reinforcing a system of privilege and power inequalities (Johnson and Repta, 2011).  

Moving even further, feminist research insists on how policies, as social constructions, contribute 

to hierarchical power relations that advantage men to the detriment of women. Using “gender” as 

an analytical tool, feminists examine how norms and policies are subjectively framed, rather than 

based on ideological concepts that already exist in social realities. Policies become a discursive 

field where different notions such as “men”, “women”, “gender” or “sex” are used under various 

meanings and almost simultaneously contribute to re-enacting socially constructed behaviours 

associated with these concepts (Meier and Lombardo, 2016).  

This representation of “gender” employed by the feminist theory and influenced by the social 

constructionist approach will be the theoretical framework used to analyse the anti-gender debate 

surrounding recent legislative initiatives. Without overlooking other contributions to feminist 

theory such as those that challenge the sex/gender binary, this theoretical lens could prove useful 

in exploring if the meanings deployed in the anti-gender discourses reinforce patriarchal values 

and gender power relations, thus posing a threat to women’s rights. 

Populism and gender 

Some studies mentioned in the literature review pointed out that the main actors of the anti-gender 

movement oppose the concept of “gender” as it is represented in feminist theory and gender 

studies. Often, opposition occurs within a broader social, cultural and political framework, while 

the actors involved in a debate may come from various ideological backgrounds. As shown in the 

literature, populism challenges existing theoretical frameworks involved in social change, such as 

the feminist approach to “gender”. In this context, the political theory of populism could prove 

useful in understanding how “gender” as a concept is portrayed in the empirical material. Further, 
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exploring opposing views could offer a better understanding of the reasoning behind the increasing 

number of anti-gender initiatives promoted by conservative actors in Romania. 

Populism, as a concept and political theory, has been contested over the past two decades, which 

makes it difficult to define from a theoretical point of view (Löffler, Luyt and Starck, 2020). 

Despite its interpretations over time, it is still an important analytical approach that could provide 

more details into the strategy and discourse of populist actors (Brubaker, 2017). Some studies, for 

example, discuss the rise of left-wing populism, as a solution to the crisis of the democratic 

process. Rather than adopting a specific ideology, this version of populism tends to oppose a 

common enemy and unite under different concepts which are further reproduced by discourse 

(Laclau, 2005), similar to the “empty signifier” or the “symbolic glue” notions mentioned in the 

literature. According to Ernesto Laclau (2005), populism is born through discursive practices used 

by leaders to mobilise people as a mechanism for changing the current social order. Others define 

populism as a “thin-centred ideology” which divides society into two antagonistic groups, “the 

pure people” and “the corrupt elite”. Visibly influenced by various political ideologies, this 

definition focuses on right-wing actors who argue that politics should represent the general will of 

the people (Mudde, 2004; Mudde and Kaltwasser, 2013). This antagonistic structure of society is 

often associated with anti-gender discourses, a fact proved by several studies analysed in the 

literature review.  

While some authors (Dean and Maiguashca, 2020) see these two definitions of populism as 

mutually exclusive, others believe they are both valuable in analysing different aspects of the 

ideological grounds and actors involved in the anti-gender movement. Just as Graff and Korolczuk 

(2022) argue, while Laclau’s conceptualisation provides more insights into the ideological 

foundation and conceptual framework of populists, Mudde’s definition explores the structural 

aspects of such political mobilisation. As a consequence, analysing the populist theory would entail 

understanding how different actors use well-known concepts such as “gender” with the approach 

of polarising society and according to various ideologies and political ideals (Graff and Korolczuk, 

2022a). 

There is extensive research on the rise of right-wing radical parties in Europe and how they often 

act interchangeably, but not always, with populism (Zentai and Fejős, 2021). In this context, it is 

often difficult to provide a unique definition of populist actors, based on their ideological grounds, 
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since various forms of populism have emerged both within the right and left political spectrum, 

with others combining elements from both sides. In Romania, mainstream political actors could 

display a populist influence when engaging with other anti-gender actors, despite their ideological 

background. Since political actors rarely call themselves populists, this label is mostly associated 

with them by others, often with a negative connotation (Mudde and Kaltwasser, 2013). 

Furthermore, Mudde and Kaltwasser (2015) remark that such definitions don’t even mention 

“gender”. Nonetheless, it would be a mistake to deny the connection between populism and the 

concept developed by feminist theory. As seen in the literature review, the anti-gender movement 

has found success in a context where we witness the rise of populism, especially in Central and 

Eastern Europe. While not all the anti-gender actors embrace populism as an ideological ground 

and not all the political parties openly reference “gender” in their discourse, the connection still 

exists and it is widely reproduced by their actions and affiliation. In this broader social, cultural 

and political context, populists tend to reject existing expertise promoted by feminists, for 

example, and advance their alternative theoretical framework (Cover, 2022). 

Officially, populism is considered a gender-neutral ideology, while gender represents a secondary 

focus to the main struggle between “the people” and “the elite” (Mudde and Kaltwasser, 2013). 

Rather than having “gender” as an essential part of their programme, populists use anti-gender 

initiatives in what Graff and Korolczuk (2022) call an “opportunistic synergy”, an idea reiterated 

by many studies in the literature review. Gender is seen in this context as a political instrument for 

forging alliances and advancing different agendas. The populists use anti-gender rhetoric as it 

employs issues that appeal easily to the electorate, while the actors of such initiatives need the 

mechanism of social polarisation promoted by this political landscape to further disseminate their 

claims. While most populists are known for being conservative when it comes to gender issues, 

some actors may be more moderately traditional than others or even adopt a modern approach, 

which varies across countries and cultures (Spierings and Zaslove, 2015a). Research also reports 

inconsistencies in terms of populists’ positions, as some actors often reject notions related to 

gender and sexual diversity, but place themselves as supporters of women’s rights and equality 

policies (Spierings and Zaslove, 2015b).  

Across their efforts, populists advocate for biologically binary sex differences and reject any idea 

regarding the socially constructed notion of “gender”. They often base their claims on biological 
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determinism and they see the social constructionist approach of feminism as a threat to the 

“natural” order and the nation itself. Similarly, they depict feminist theory as a mechanism which 

belongs to “the elite” and is used against “the people” (Mayer, Šori and Sauer, 2016). This 

theoretical approach is often reflected in their attempts to preserve traditional values and the 

existing hierarchical order of the biological sexes, between men and women. One of the central 

arguments of the populism strategy is that “gender” represents a threat to freedom of opinion, 

especially by those opposing its introduction in public education (Hajek and Dombrowski, 2022). 

They see sex education as a violation of parents’ rights and an intrusion by the state authorities 

into the privacy of the traditional family, which has long been seen as a space for both biological 

and cultural reproduction (Mayer, Šori and Sauer, 2016). According to the populist actors, the 

heteronormative nuclear family represents the standard model of social organisation and it is also 

the space where sexuality should be contained (Dietze, 2021). Furthermore, promoting “gender” 

as a concept, in schools or anywhere in the public domain, contributes to the manipulation of the 

common people and their understanding of the world (Hajek and Dombrowski, 2022).  

While some claim that opposing “gender” by the populists represents a strategy to reinstate 

heterosexual masculinity (Norocel and Giorgi, 2022), others emphasise how gendered discourse 

is often sexist by objectifying women and regulating their bodies (Wodak, 2015). Their rejection 

of the sexual agency of women, reproductive rights, and sexual or gender diversity, concepts that 

are central to the feminist theoretical framework, is a common strategy for populists at a 

transnational level. They mostly see women as mothers and housewives, through their traditional 

role in the family, while men belong to the public domain (Akkerman, 2015). These roles are 

particularly relevant in the populist discourse, due to their attempt to preserve national values and 

ensure the survival of society for both cultural and demographic purposes.  

Since populists constantly invoke the biological differences between sexes and reject the notion of 

gender as promoted by feminist theory, they could contribute to maintaining heteronormative 

structures within society and reproduce inequalities between men and women. As a consequence, 

using a gender lens is more than necessary to explore their narratives and the meaning used in this 

context (Dietze, 2021), to further assess what impact they can have. This thesis will further analyse 

how “gender” is employed in the debate surrounding several legislative proposals in Romania, 

taking into consideration the meaning of this concept and the connection with the political theory 
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of populism. Moving further, it will evaluate the impact of such conceptualisation, using the 

theoretical approach to gender developed by the feminist theory, previously examined in this 

section, to understand if the anti-gender debate poses any threats to women’s rights in the country. 
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Methodology 

To answer the research questions on how “gender” as a concept is depicted in recent anti-gender 

legislative proposals and what is the impact of such representation, this study adopts a qualitative 

research approach. Specifically, I will further analyse the empirical material by using the “What’s 

the problem represented to be?” methodology developed by Carol Bacchi and an analysis of 

discourses as a research method, within the same analytical tool. This section explores the reasons 

for choosing this methodological approach, based on its strengths and weaknesses, with reference 

to its applicability and how it can help overcome the challenges posed by my positionality and 

other ethical considerations.  

Empirical Material 

The empirical material used for this analysis mainly consists of spoken and written interventions 

belonging to high-level politicians in Romania. Although the anti-gender movement is represented 

by a variety of conservative actors, I focus on analysing the discourses of the members of the 

Parliament of Romania and the President. I chose these actors due to the position of power that 

they were holding during the analysed period and their involvement in the emergence of the 

legislative proposals in question. Due to the time frame chosen for this analysis (2020-2023), both 

the 2016-2020 and 2020-2024 legislatures of the Romanian Parliament were considered, namely 

a total of 563 members of the Chamber of Deputies and 240 members of the Senate, and Klaus 

Iohannis, as the president of Romania. Among these politicians, 19.1% were women elected in 

2016, with a slight decrease to 18.5% during the current legislature (Băluţă and Tufiș, 2021). For 

the purpose of this research project, the material used consists of quotations and excerpts from 

legislative proposals and their memorandums, speeches in the parliamentary debates, decisions of 

the Constitutional Court and personal statements available in the form of written “posts” on 

Facebook.  

As presented in the second chapter of this thesis, the following legislative proposals are the main 

object of this analysis: 

 Law No. 87/2020 for Amending and Completing the Art. 7 of the National Education Law 

No. 1/2011; 
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 Legislative proposal PLx. No. 243/2022 on amending Law No. 272/2004 on the protection 

and promotion of children's rights; 

 Law No. 191/2022 and the process of changing Art. 46 of Law No. 272/2004 on the 

protection and promotion of children's rights. 

I decided to focus on these proposals due to their reference to “gender ideology” and triggers such 

as “sex education”, “gender identity” or “gender theory” which are often used by the anti-gender 

movement in this context, as presented in the literature review. Moreover, since these proposals 

are mainly amendments of limited aspects within a broader law, the analysis of their content is 

complemented by statements of initiators, supporters and opponents, to provide a better 

understanding of the problem representations and their impact. 

I collected the statements made by members of the Parliament outside the official parliamentary 

debates from the online platform Facebook (www.facebook.com). In addition to media outlets, 

this platform represents the main channel of communication used by politicians in Romania to 

raise awareness about their position and legislative efforts, which has gained popularity over the 

last decade among the public. As a consequence, over 90% of the members of the Parliament in 

Romania and the President have an official page on this platform, which was often used to react 

towards the legislative proposals in question, with written statements referred to as “posts”. In this 

context, I included only the original written interventions in the empirical material and excluded 

linked posts, and visual or video content. 

This process was conducted by using qualitative sampling, more specifically purposive sampling 

(Kantola and Lombardo, 2021), as a method of collecting data, which entails selecting 

intentionally those statements related to the purpose of this analysis. I used this method of sampling 

due to the wide range of issues employed in these proposals, as some of them do not refer only to 

“gender” or the proposals under scrutiny. As a consequence, from the beginning, “gender”, 

“biological sex”, “gender ideology”, “women’s rights” and “sex education” were set as keywords. 

I further introduced these concepts in the original language in the search engine developed by 

Facebook and used them to identify those statements relevant to the discussion. The same process 

was conducted for the other materials.  

Ultimately, to avoid a biased analysis, I selected only those excerpts which made an explicit 

reference to these concepts and the legislative proposals under scrutiny, stated between February 
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2020 and January 2023. Due to the requirements of the algorithm on this platform and its terms 

and conditions, the data collection process was limited to approximately 100 searches daily, which 

ultimately caused a longer process than predicted. I eventually stored the posts, referenced to the 

host profile through an external link, and analysed them in the language used at the time of their 

writing, to ensure the validity of the data used.  

Due to the recent development of the analysed proposals and the duration of the legislative process, 

the number of statements differs from one to another. The incipient phase of PLx. No. 243/2022, 

for example, translates into fewer reactions from members of the Parliament. Similarly, some 

actors involved in the debate may use Facebook as a channel more often than others. To ensure 

the reliability of the data, I used only statements and transcripts from the Parliament’s website and 

the official Facebook pages of the members of the Parliament and the Presidency. The material 

was gathered regardless of the political party or ideological background of those involved, to 

maintain a high level of objectivity and bring competing discourses into this discussion. Finally, I 

analysed it using Carol Bacchi's “What’s the problem represented to be?” approach. 

The “What’s the problem represented to be?” approach 

In 1999, Carol Bacchi introduced the “What’s the problem represented to be?” approach (referred 

to as the “WPR approach” in this paper), as a methodological tool to understand how public policy 

contributed to women’s inequality and what were the implications towards feminist theoretical 

frameworks. Given that this paper intends to analyse the meaning of “gender” in the most recent 

policies adopted in Romania, this approach could prove useful in conducting this research. 

Moreover, it provides the tools to assess the impact, if any, on women’s daily lives and their rights. 

According to Bacchi and Eveline (2010), social problems don’t exist independently in the world, 

waiting to be solved by policymakers. They are often created by the same policies that seek to 

address them, as they identify an issue in society and work towards finding solutions. This is what 

Bacchi (1999) often calls “problem representation”, through which we understand how an issue is 

described and what is the influence of such meaning. This approach does not only involve 

identifying different representations of problems but is intended to evaluate them, to understand 

the language used, and the assumptions and ideologies in the problematisation process. A problem 
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in this context is not seen as something wrong in society, but as a change that is aspired through a 

policy proposal (Bacchi, 2009).  

It is often assumed that policies are adopted to solve existing social issues. The WPR approach 

seeks to challenge this assumption and to prove that the same legal norms refer to representations 

of these issues, hence creating them (Bacchi, 2012). As a consequence, public policies eventually 

construct and reproduce the same issues that they claim they are meant to address. This is often 

achieved through discourse. Rather than focusing on the content and linguistic aspects of a 

particular text, discourse in Bacchi’s WPR approach refers to how language and knowledge in a 

wider sense contribute to representing different issues and influencing the way we see the world 

(Bacchi, 2005). Therefore, this methodology relies on applying analysis of discourses as a research 

method (Bacchi, 2012). In this context, Bacchi draws on Foucault’s definition of discourse which 

identifies it as a social practice contributing to shaping the object it often refers to. Knowledge 

becomes socially constructed and objects are constituted through discourse, as practices with 

embedded consequences (Bacchi, 1999). Furthermore, the power of discourse is different when 

employed in legislation, because as Bacchi (2010) argues, it has a higher chance in this context to 

influence social, cultural and political norms. This method is slightly different from discourse 

analysis, which focuses on the content and linguistic aspects of a particular text. Regardless, such 

a method is also employed during one of the steps of the analysis, to identify relevant concepts 

and binaries, as explained below. 

In addition to Foucault’s poststructuralism, the WPR approach draws upon different theoretical 

foundations. Similar to social constructionists, Bacchi (2009) states that reality as we know it 

cannot exist independently of our interpretation. In this sense, the author approaches policy issues 

with a focus on the discursive construction of these problems within norms and the statements 

surrounding them. By arguing that public policies are influencing how problems are shaped, this 

approach also displays similarities with the constructionists within feminist theory. As shown in 

the previous theoretical framework chapter, “gender” is seen by feminists as a social construct. 

Moreover, recognising the power of policies to produce representations of social issues can also 

impact hierarchal societal relations and reproduce gender stereotypes (Meier and Lombardo, 

2016). In her approach, Bacchi (1999) focuses on using a feminist lens for policy analysis, by 

enclosing some of the key concepts developed by social constructionists. 
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Bacchi (2009) introduces a practical tool within this methodology to conduct the evaluation, 

namely a set of six questions that can be applied to a policy: 

1. What’s the “problem” represented to be in a specific policy? 

2. What presuppositions or assumptions underlie this representation of the “problem”?  

3. How has this representation of the “problem” come about? 

4. What is left unproblematic in this problem representation? Where are the silences? Can the 

“problem” be thought about differently?   

5. What effects are produced by this representation of the “problem”? 

6. How/where has this representation of the “problem” been produced, disseminated and 

defended? How could it be questioned, disrupted and replaced? 

Through this set of questions, the WPR approach starts by identifying the problem representation 

within a policy or the multiple issues described, when that is the case (Question 1). Furthermore, 

it considers the presuppositions or assumptions embedded in this problem representation (Question 

2). With this step, this methodological approach looks into the meanings and concepts that are at 

the foundation of the policies in the discussion, the specific binaries and the socially constructed 

notions used in them. Further, the WPR approach examines the historical, cultural and political 

development of policies, and the conditions that led to the problem representation analysed 

(Question 3). Through the following question (Question 4), this approach encourages the 

researcher to critically analyse what is missing, what this problem representation fails to address 

and what issues are silenced through it, to reveal who participates in these discursive practices and 

who is left behind, to the detriment of disadvantaged groups within society.  

The next step (Question 5) focuses on the effects of the problem representation, the impact that 

was maybe not taken into consideration when drafting the policy. According to the author, three 

different types of effects can result from such analysis. The first category, namely the discursive 

consequences, refers to the limitations that the problem representation can impose on discourse, 

on what can and cannot be said, which can also be connected with the silences revealed in the 

previous question. The second type is represented by subjectification effects which reflect how 

particular subjects and subjectivities are constituted through discourse and often posed one against 

the other. Lastly, the lived effects of the problem representation look into the material impact that 

policies have on the daily lives of people (Bacchi, 2009). The last question (Question 6) within 
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this process seeks to understand how the problem representation analysed became the dominant 

one and how it was disseminated further while encouraging finding possible ways of challenging 

or replacing it. 

Bacchi’s approach differs from other methodologies used in policy analysis because it conducts 

the process backwards. Instead of examining the statistical aspects and the impact of a policy or a 

law on solving an issue in society, the WPR approach analyses how these social problems are 

constructed and represented in norms and public programmes. Moreover, its purpose is to reveal 

what is the impact of these representations of problems on the lives of those often “targeted” by 

such policies. Rather than examining the specific results sought through public policies, what is 

essential to Bacchi’s approach is its inquiry into the more subtle consequences generated by these 

norms (Meier and Lombardo, 2016).  

These aspects are the main rationales behind choosing this methodology. The strengths of this 

methodology lie in its useful analytical tool which moves beyond the traditional view of examining 

policies as a “problem-solving” instrument and looks at its representations, silences and effects, 

among others. Moreover, through its set of questions, the WPR approach serves the purpose of 

this thesis as it offers a practical tool for structuring the research process and understanding the 

representation of “gender” as a concept through an analysis of the discourses within the existing 

material. The same methodological approach also assists in exploring the Romanian context and 

the impact of such representation, if any, on the daily lives of women.  

Regarding the weaknesses of such methodology, when selecting documents and other discursive 

practices surrounding their initiation, one must be aware that their content can reference other 

interconnected texts. Moreover, the same legislative proposal could contain multiple problem 

representations, which indicates the need for more complex and lengthy analysis. These aspects 

are often encountered in proposals of the anti-gender movement, since, as shown in the literature 

review, their targets are various and the use of “gender” as a concept is associated with multiple 

issues such as education, reproductive rights, marriage equality or children’s rights. Given the 

purpose of this thesis, some of the issues represented in these proposals might not be so relevant 

to this discussion. Without undermining the importance of the norm, I used the WPR approach in 

this paper mainly for those provisions and problem representations that involve “gender” as a 

concept, to overcome this challenge. Additionally, as suggested by Bacchi (2009), I analysed the 
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parliamentary debates, and statements written on Facebook, to provide a bigger picture of the 

problem representations under discussion.  

Secondly, applying the entire set of questions could prove challenging, especially for a research 

project of a length similar to this thesis. Bacchi (2009) herself acknowledges that scholars might 

not apply all the questions and choose only those which fit the purpose and limitations of their 

research. As a consequence, this analysis only addresses Questions 1,2,4 and 5, mostly because 

Questions 3 and 6 require a more in-depth analysis. While these are important aspects of the anti-

gender movement and its proposals in Romania, this paper is primarily interested in how “gender” 

is represented as a concept and its consequences, if any, on women’s rights. Nevertheless, the use 

of the WPR approach does not lead to a close-ended analysis but provides the analytical tool for 

conducting a first study of the problem represented in policies, which can further lead to a more 

in-depth inquiry into their development, dissemination and implementation.  

Lastly, since this methodology has its theoretical foundations in feminism, among others, one 

should also be cautious when applying a gender lens to the analysis. The author is fully involved 

in the process and must be careful during the selection of the discourses, due to previous theoretical 

background and attitudes towards the subject. The following section explains also how I overcame 

this challenge throughout this research, with regard to my position as an author and ethical 

considerations.  

Positionality and ethical considerations 

Within the WPR approach, examined earlier in this chapter, Bacchi later provided another step in 

the process. This additional phase insists on considering the relationship between the researcher’s 

positionality and the policies analysed. She, therefore, proposed applying the set of six questions 

to any re-problematisation forwarded by the researcher (Bacchi and Goodwin, 2016) to avoid 

generating other problematic assumptions.  

As mentioned in the introduction and motivation of this thesis, I am a woman, born in Romania, 

and my research background is strongly linked to feminism and advocating for women’s rights. 

Given my personal and professional background, the theoretical framework chosen and the method 

used for the empirical material, this seventh step in Bacchi’s approach offers a response to the 
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challenge posed by positionality. In this context, throughout the analysis, a process of critical self-

reflection was carried out to avoid compromising the findings of this project. Particularly, I applied 

the set of six questions proposed by Bacchi’s WPR approach to my problem representations to 

challenge any assumptions that might have resulted during this process.  

Moreover, it is important to note that while I am a woman and a feminist, this project did not start 

with the intention to criticise or silence the anti-gender movement in Romania. Its purpose, 

throughout the entire process, is to understand the representations of the concept of “gender” in 

recent policies. Furthermore, it attempts to assess the impact of the anti-gender proposals, if any, 

whether positive or negative, on human rights, based on empirical material that was collected, 

regardless of my positionality. Further, I interpret the results based on the political and cultural 

context reflected in the literature review and the theoretical aspects associated with both feminism 

and populism. Ultimately, the WPR approach offers the practical tool to review the assumptions 

associated with the representations of “gender” in the policies analysed and their impact, to further 

maintain a level of objectivity and avoid presenting the results in a biased way. No other ethical 

aspects were considered in this thesis, due to the method used and the lack of any sensitive 

information.  
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Findings & Analysis 

Findings 

As previously presented, the empirical material of this thesis consists of excerpts from three 

legislative proposals and their memorandums (Appendix 1), promoted between January 2020 to 

January 2023 in the Parliament of Romania. Additionally, the transcripts of parliamentary debates, 

two notifications of the President of the Constitutional Court and two decisions of the latter were 

considered relevant to this discussion and referenced in Appendix 2.  

From analysing the Facebook pages of members of the Parliament, I found and selected 127 posts, 

all written in Romanian, due to their reference to the legislative proposals under scrutiny. Out of 

these posts, 29 belong to women in the Parliament. The most active discursive practices within 

this debate were identified among the members of the current legislature (2020-2026), due to an 

increase in the use of these communication channels for expressing their opinions and connecting 

with the electorate. Moreover, most of the proponents and supporters of these proposals belong to 

the Alliance for the Union of Romanians (AUR), the People's Movement Party (PMP) and the 

Social Democratic Party (PSD), with isolated cases among the National Liberal Party (PNL). On 

the other side, those strongly opposing these proposals are members of the latter, the President of 

Romania, Save Romania Union (USR), Freedom, Unity and Solidarity Party (PLUS) and the 

Renewing Romania's European Project (REPER). All these posts are dated, linked and referenced 

in Appendix 3, categorised based on each proposal, with additional quotes which are listed in 

Appendix 4 and reflect different aspects considered in this analysis.  

Furthermore, I identified common themes which are further mentioned in this thesis, regardless of 

the ideological background of the participants in this discourse. The interventions of those 

supporting these proposals were used in identifying the problem representations, presuppositions 

and assumptions underlying them, while the opposing discourses indicated what is missing, the 

silences and effects. The WPR approach was applied considering a general overview of these 

aspects, without referencing individual politicians, and only providing relevant quotes when 

necessary, which were further translated into English. Consequently, I was not particularly 

interested in the individuals’ assumptions and political views, but rather in how their interventions 

provided a wider understanding of the use of “gender” and helped answer the research questions.  
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Analysis 

To further conduct the analysis, I applied four (Questions 1, 2, 4 & 5) of the six questions 

developed by Carol Bacchi within the WPR approach to each of the legislative proposals under 

scrutiny. Additionally, the empirical material was critically examined by referring to the concepts 

mentioned in the literature review and theoretical framework related to the anti-gender movement, 

feminism and populism. When relevant, a comparison between aspects related to the problem 

representations from each proposal was made, to point out their position within the wider anti-

gender debate.  

Question 1: What are the “problems” represented to be in the anti-gender 

legislative proposals in Romania? 

Carol Bacchi’s WPR approach often begins by identifying the main changes proposed by a policy 

document, in this case, proposals amending existing legislation. Furthermore, it suggests looking 

at the process backwards, to understand how such changes reveal the representation of issues 

constituted as problems within the document analysed.  

In the case of the first legislative proposal, namely Law No. 87/2020 for Amending and 

Completing the Art. 7 of the National Education Law No. 1/2011, the amendment introduced in 

art. 7(1) e) prohibits in schools and any other spaces dedicated to educational programmes: 

“the activities aimed at spreading the theory or opinion of gender identity, 

understood as the theory or opinion that gender is a concept different from 

biological sex and that the two are not always the same” (Law No. 87/2020, 

Appendix 1. I) 

Corroborating with the theoretical concepts previously analysed in Chapter 4 of this thesis, the 

amendment proposes the prohibition of any activities within the education system which promote 

the concept of “gender” as developed by feminist theory and associated by the proponents with 

“gender theory”. 

According to the initiators, previously to this proposal, Art. 3 of Law No. 1/2011 listed the 

principle of independence from ideologies, and political and religious dogmas among those 
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governing the education system in Romania. However, the law in question did not consider 

independence from ideologies when enumerating the forbidden activities within the educational 

space. Therefore, the problem constituted through this amendment is that under the current 

legislation and in the absence of a provision that prohibits proselytism based on sex and gender in 

Art. 7 of the National Education law, “gender ideology” can enter the educational system and 

promote the theory of “gender” as a different concept than “biological sex”. As a consequence, the 

proponents claim that such activities which advance the “gender theory” have the potential of 

creating confusion and affecting children’s integrity. 

Moving forward, the legislative proposal PLx. No. 243/2022 on amending Law No. 272/2004 

introduces the elements of children’s identity which should be listed at birth, including “biological 

sex”, and the right to keep them throughout life. New provisions are added to the existing Art. 9 

(3) of the same law which states that the sex of children should be set by the doctor at birth and 

cannot be other than “male” or “female”. Relevant to this discussion, this amending law also 

proposes adding parents’ possibility to withdraw their children from sex education classes in 

schools, as a change to Art. 46 of the law at that time, and the prohibition of the dissemination of 

information regarding the deviation of sex assigned at birth or the promotion of sex change or 

homosexuality, in Art. 89 (1). As the law introduces multiple changes, different problem 

representations could occur. Therefore, each proposed article is worth analysing to further 

understand the issues constituted within their content. However, considering that Law No. 

191/2022, also analysed in this thesis, introduced similar changes to Art. 46 in 2022 which 

eventually came into force, by the time PLx. No. 243/2022 will be debated in the Parliament, this 

provision will most probably be declared null. Hence, I decided to mainly explore the changes 

proposed for this article under Law No. 191/2022, as the problematisation process is relatively 

similar. 

Regarding the first change in Art. 9 of the law on the protection and promotion of children's rights, 

the deputies claim that the existing legislation does not stipulate what constitutes children’s 

identity. Additionally, they depict children as the most vulnerable category when exposed to 

information about new ideologies and “gender theory”. Consequently, the proponents want to 

introduce a more accurate definition of the identity of children at birth and the right to be preserved 

until they reach 18 years old. In other words, under the current legislation, children would be able 
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to change them under the influence of what the proponents call “harmful propaganda” of new 

ideologies. Therefore, the problem constituted in this article is that children could change their sex 

and choose one other than “male” or “female”, after being exposed to information about what they 

call the “gender theory”.  

The change proposed for Art. 89 (1) of the same law is strongly linked to this problem 

representation. More specifically, the proponents claim that under the current law, there are no 

provisions limiting or prohibiting the dissemination of information related to sex change and what 

they call “the promotion of homosexuality”. Their proposal is the prohibition of disseminating by 

any means information regarding the change of the sex assigned at birth, similar to the measures 

taken towards the protection against abuse, violence, pornography or human trafficking, stipulated 

in the same article. Thus, the problem constituted here is that new ideologies and “gender theory” 

influence children to change their sex assigned at birth or sexual orientation, which can be harmful 

to their development.  

The third legislative proposal under discussion, namely Law No. 191/2022, contains a similar 

provision as PLx. No. 243/2022, since it aims at amending Art. 46(3) i) of the same Law No. 

272/2004. Through this proposal, its supporters intended to replace the concept of “sex education” 

with “health education”, and introduce written parental consent when running such programmes, 

to prevent contracting sexually transmitted diseases and adolescent pregnancies. Previously to this 

change, according to the proponents of this amendment, children had to attend sex education 

classes and their parents had no involvement in deciding whether such programmes are suitable 

for them or not. As a consequence, they were exposed to information which represents a danger to 

their integrity. Therefore, the main issue constituted in this proposal is that running “sex education” 

programmes without parents’ involvement in this process represents what the proponents call 

“sexual propaganda” and leads to harming children’s innocence. 

Question 2: What presuppositions or assumptions underlie this representation 

of the “problems”?  

After determining the problem constituted within these proposals, it is important to explore the 

presuppositions or assumptions which underpin the representations in question. During this step, 

discourse analysis proves useful as it implies identifying relevant keywords, categories, concepts 
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and binaries employed in the empirical material. As previously mentioned, the WPR approach is 

interested in analysing the “conceptual logics” and how the meaning of specific words and 

expressions become crucial in constituting the problem represented in these proposals. In this step, 

I seek to identify what meanings needed to be in place to further explain or justify the problem 

representations.  

What all the problem representations have in common is the assumption that the new “gender 

ideology” and “gender theory” are dangerous to children. Hence, they need to be protected and the 

state, through these amendments, aims to act in the best interest of children, especially those who 

do not have the legal age and capacity to decide for themselves. The proponents also claim that 

children are innocent, and, consequently, vulnerable to information which could be harmful to 

their integrity, as shown in the following excerpt: 

“Given the increased access to information through the Internet and social networks, 

facilitated by the digital revolution of the last decade, we believe that children are the 

most vulnerable category to the influences of these new ideologies.” (Zakarias Zoltán 

et. al., 03.02.2022, Memorandum, Appendix 2. II) 

The concepts of “gender ideology” and “gender theory” are referenced in all the proposals, under 

different aspects, which ultimately indicates the connection with the broader anti-gender debate, 

as presented in the literature review. It is important to note that the participants of this debate use 

the terms “gender ideology” and “gender theory” both separately and interchangeably. The 

majority of discourses surrounding all the proposals mention the emergence of a new “gender 

ideology”. The term mostly depicts a propagandistic phenomenon and it is characterised as a “neo-

Marxist” or “sexo-Marxist” construct: 

“These days, a new way of being of the Communism is brewing - neo-Marxism, 

progressivism! This ideology is based on sodomic orientations (...)” (Rodica Boancă, 

23.05.2021, Appendix 3. I) 

As shown in the literature review, this association is not arbitrary within the anti-gender 

movement, rather it provides a negative connotation due to the recent history of Communism and 

Marxism in the country. Using this association, it portrays “gender” as an ideological tool of the 
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left side of the political spectrum, which in the views of those participating in the debate, is used 

to manipulate people into obtaining political gains. 

In the discourses surrounding the first proposal, this new ideology is considered responsible for 

spreading the so-called “gender theory”, as a theoretical approach that views “gender” as distinct 

from “biological sex”. More specifically, the main criticism of this theory is that the biological sex 

given at birth does not represent the ultimate criterion in defining a person as “male” or “female”. 

As previously shown in the theoretical framework of this thesis, politicians under the influence of 

populism often advocate for biologically binary sex differences and reject the socially constructed 

feminist approach towards gender. To further deny its theoretical foundations, they present 

“gender theory” as unscientific and is even associated with similar controversial theories such as 

the “Flat-Earth” view. Most of the supporters of these proposals claim that “gender theory” is 

relatively recent within the research and academic field and it is deemed controversial, due to no 

empirical proof of its foundations. While one can determine “biological sex” by the examination 

of genital organs, the multiple genders introduced by “gender theory” have no scientific evidence 

and are mostly a product of imagination. 

In the memorandum of the second legislative proposal, “gender ideology” and “gender theory” 

seem to be used with the same meaning: 

“In the societies of Western European countries, we are currently witnessing an 

onslaught of new ideologies, such as gender theory, which endanger traditional values, 

based on Christianity, and the very basic core of society, the Christian family.” 

(Zakarias Zoltán et al., 03.02.2022, Memorandum, Appendix 2. II) 

Consequently, these politicians use both “theory” and “ideology”, when referring to “gender”, as 

the same concept. However, when analysing the integrity of the document, it is clear that they see 

the new ideology as a broader phenomenon, responsible for the dissemination of what others call 

the “gender theory” and the deviation from the sex assigned at birth.  

Lastly, the reference to both “gender theory” and “gender ideology” is subtler within the debate 

surrounding Law No. 191/2022. Although the proposal focuses on “sex education”, some of the 

existing discourses attribute these programmes to an ideology, without naming it. The connection 

to “gender ideology” however is unmistakable when multiple supporters of this proposal state that 
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the previous legislation and the introduction of “sex education” in schools was adopted by a neo-

Marxist governing coalition, under a Marxist influence, as in the following excerpt: 

“I don't want my babies to have such a neo-Marxist ‘education’ shoved down their 

throats, which, in the name of a new ‘progressive’ world order, mutilates their 

innocence.” (Mihai-Viorel Fifor, 23.06.2021, Appendix 3. III) 

Moreover, as I have shown in the literature review, “sex education” programmes are one of the 

main triggers of the anti-gender transnational movement. Consequently, this could lead to the 

conclusion that even without naming it, the supporters of the third proposal often assume that 

“gender ideology” is responsible for “sex education” and all the danger posed by it. 

As for the second amendment law, its proponents stress from the beginning that “gender theory” 

and the new ideology emerging in Western Europe are used as propaganda tools. Similarly, to the 

previous law, through the change for Art. 89 (1), its advocates claim that “gender theory” incites 

children to undertake sex change procedures or to change their sexual orientation, promoting 

homosexuality and the deviation from the sex assigned at birth. Following this claim, another 

assumption that underlies the problem representation is the view that sex reassignment procedures, 

through which a person chooses to deviate from the biological sex at birth, are harmful to children. 

Similarly, they assume that promoting different types of sexual orientations, especially the ones 

towards the same sex, as described by the proponents under the term “homosexuality”, is 

dangerous for children’s development. 

The third legislative proposal under scrutiny also indicates a series of assumptions in place at the 

time of its adoption. Firstly, by introducing the unique term “health education”, the proponents of 

this amendment assume that such a concept is a more appropriate notion than “sex education” for 

developing programmes aimed at preventing the spread of sexually transmitted diseases and 

underage pregnancies. They often state that the purpose of “health education” is to teach youth 

how to be more responsible before and when engaging in sexual intercourse. They also introduce 

other notions such as hygiene or physical and mental wellness in relation to “health education”. 

Following this interpretation, it is relevant to understand also what they consider to be “sex 

education” and how it is seen as problematic. Thus, the main underlying assumption of the problem 

representation is that through sex education classes, children are exposed to pornography, sexual 
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proselytism, how to perform sexual intercourse or masturbation and other so-called “deviant 

behaviours”, from an early age. Furthermore, there is an assumption that running sex education 

programmes will incite youth to become sexually active from an early age. The proponents also 

state that sex education would cause an increased abortion rate, sexually transmitted diseases or 

high exposure to child pornography or prostitution, similar to the following excerpt: 

“It is unacceptable for the innocent minds of our children to be polluted and inclined 

towards promiscuity, abortion, pornography, sexual confusion and sexual 

irresponsibility, rather than abstinence or sexual responsibility. The programs that will 

be taught have absolutely nothing in common with Christian or biblical values 

regarding human sexuality (...).” (Laura-Mihaela Fulgeanu-Moagher, 03.02.2021, 

Appendix 3. III) 

Regarding the same problem represented in the third legislative proposal, its supporters strongly 

advocate for introducing written parental consent in Art. 46(3) i) as they assume that parents are 

the ones entitled to decide their children’s education. This assumption comes in a context where 

many politicians claim that parents should be able to control what and who is teaching their 

children. Following this judgement, many also assume that without immediate parental control, 

external actors, mostly referenced as non-governmental organisations, would have access to 

schools and indoctrinate children with ideas such as “gender theory”. Similarly, there is also an 

assumption that most of these non-governmental actors represent the rights of sexual minorities 

and would propagate in schools what some politicians call “LGBT propaganda”. 

Two additional keywords stand out from this debate, mainly “normality” and “morality”. While 

none of the politicians using them indicated any definition, they are mostly stating that “sex 

education” is opposing both of these terms and inevitably they are referenced in a binary 

relationship with other concepts such as “gender theory” or “gender” itself. Interestingly enough, 

many politicians involved in this debate present themselves as supporters of measures necessary 

to talk about sexuality, preventing sexually transmitted diseases or unwanted pregnancies. 

Nevertheless, they state that such conversations should be carried out within the “private sphere” 

and, as previously pointed out by the populist theory, sex education is seen as an intrusion of the 

state into the privacy of the family.  
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The latter, according to the same populist theoretical foundations, has always been seen as an 

educational space, which further explains the strong support for introducing parental written 

consent in Romania. Related to this “private space”, it is worth mentioning that in this debate, the 

notion of “family” is often associated with Christian values and is depicted from a heteronormative 

point of view as the core of society. There is an assumption that the new ideology and its teachings, 

especially through sex education, pose a threat to the traditional family in Romania. Judged also 

by previous initiatives, briefly mentioned in the background chapter of this paper, “family” in 

Romania is seen as a union between a man and a woman, founded on Christian and conservative 

values. However, compared to other anti-gender initiatives in the region analysed in the literature, 

this concept is not that often referenced within these discourses.  

Question 4: What is left unproblematic in these problem representations? 

Where are the silences? Can the “problems” be thought about differently?   

The discourse analysis conducted under the previous question is not only useful in identifying the 

presuppositions or assumptions which underlie the problems represented in these proposals. It also 

shows what is left unproblematic, what are the silences of such representations, and assesses if 

these “problems” could be thought about differently. I will therefore look into particular issues 

related to each proposal, before pointing out what is missing from the initiatives as a whole. 

By forbidding any activities which present “gender” as a different concept from “biological sex”, 

Law No. 87/2020 has multiple implications which were not considered at the time of its adoption. 

Firstly, as stated by many politicians in this debate who were against the legislative proposals, 

“gender” as a concept lies at the foundation of gender equality policies, both in Romania and 

internationally. As a consequence, denying the distinction between “biological sex” and “gender” 

and the feminist view that the latter is socially constructed, is leading to a rejection of the 

instruments adopted towards achieving gender equality. Romania is currently part of most of the 

international instruments related to gender equality and is officially embracing within its policy 

strategy the measures taken at the European Union’s level. Eliminating any reference to “gender” 

as a concept would not only have implications in education. It will also reconsider Romania’s 

position towards gender equality and its compliance with international law, which has normative 

priority in the country. These particular issues were rarely mentioned in the debate surrounding 
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this proposal, especially when looking at the discourses of their supporters. The opposition 

however has pointed out these issues several times: 

“(...) We are seriously violating the anti-discrimination legislation (including on the 

criterion of sexual orientation, concerning LGBT people) and the gender equality 

legislation, both of which are legal obligations of Romania upon joining the European 

Union.” (Vlad Alexandrescu, 16.06.2020, Appendix 3. I) 

Moreover, the first proposal and its problem representation fail to include those students who are 

actually interested in learning about ideas promoted by “gender ideology” and its “gender theory”. 

They often claim that it is in the best interest of children for their innocence to be protected against 

such ideas which are deemed unscientific and propagandistic. However, this proposal comes in a 

context where feminist social constructionism and gender studies are an integral part of many 

universities’ curricula, including Master’s programmes. By forbidding any reference to “gender” 

and the intrusion of “gender ideology” in schools, this proposal automatically denies the right to 

education to those who are interested in these topics. The President, for example, referenced this 

issue in his notification towards the Constitutional Court: 

“We believe that by imposing a condition for the prohibition, in educational 

institutions, of the activity aimed at spreading the theory or opinion of gender identity 

(...) is likely to determine the exclusion from the scope of the beneficiaries of the right 

to education of those who would like to study the theory/opinion of gender identity, 

circumstantial, however, subjectively, by the legislator, depending on the way in 

which this is understood.” (Klaus Iohannis, 10.07.2020, Notice of unconstitutionality, 

Appendix 2. I) 

The second proposal (PLx. No. 243/2022) fails to consider the experience of those young people 

who already went through a gender affirmation surgery. The case is similar to those children who 

do not personally identify with the sex assigned at birth or have a different sexual orientation. This 

often includes members of the LGBTQ, especially transgender and intersex communities which 

do exist in Romania and according to the amended law, enjoy the same rights as any other child. 

Consequently, this proposal fails to provide a solution for those in this situation and it also silences 

them. 
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Moving further, one could argue that the third legislative proposal does not consider the current 

social and cultural climate of Romanian society. More specifically, sex education and any 

conversation about sexuality, including sexually transmitted diseases, sexual intercourse or 

pregnancy, are currently considered a “taboo” in the Romanian culture. As shown in the literature 

review, the restrictive abortion policy during the Communist regime, a low level of literacy and 

the lack of sex education classes often limit the knowledge that parents themselves have on these 

topics. Therefore, by limiting the exposure of children to this information in schools, and 

increasing the influence of parental consent, the proposal fails to address what happens when 

parents do not have the capacity to educate on these matters. This could occur because they lack 

the knowledge or feel too ashamed to talk about such issues.  

Moreover, while this issue has been multiple times raised by the opposition, the supporters of this 

proposal do not often consider those children without parents. They indeed introduced the written 

consent of “legal representatives”. Regardless, the social reality in Romania shows that many 

children have their parents working abroad and they are often left in the care of grandparents, 

neighbours or distant relatives. These legal representatives do not have the capacity or relationship 

necessary to discuss issues related to sexuality, often attributed to a high level of intimacy, further 

pointed out in the following example from this debate:  

“For the PSD PNL initiators of the amendment, only parents can do health education 

(...). In disadvantaged environments, the question legitimately arises: Which 

parents??? Those working across Europe? Many of these parents do not have the time 

or pedagogical skills to explain to their own children information related to personal 

hygiene and elements of education to prevent sexual diseases, accidental pregnancies, 

child trafficking. (...)” (Cristina-Ionela Iurișniți, 28.05.2020, Appendix 3. III) 

Lastly, the third proposal often indicates the need to run “health education” programmes to prevent 

sexually transmitted diseases and underage pregnancies. As a matter of fact, in most of the 

discourses, such issues are strongly mentioned, supported by statistics about Romania’s high level 

of teenage pregnancies, abortion and sexual violence. Nevertheless, in this context, what is 

strongly missing is the reference to boys and men. More specifically, the supporters and opposers 

of this proposal often stress the need to inform girls to avoid pregnancies at early ages or become 

victims of sexual violence or sex trafficking. Only one politician actually mentions how sex 
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education could inform boys from an early age, in a context where most of the perpetrators of 

violence against women are men, as shown by the background chapter. Therefore, the final purpose 

of this amending article could also consider boys in the conversation surrounding the need for 

“health education”. 

Overall, when looking at all the proposals, one of the biggest silences is related to women. As 

mentioned, girls are indeed considered when debating the issue of “sex education” and the third 

proposal, mostly on aspects related to statistics on underage pregnancies. However, girls and 

women are missing from any other references in relation to the prohibition of the social 

constructionist view on “gender” as a concept different from “sex”, and the emergence of “gender 

ideology”. The impact on women’s lives is almost inexistent in this conversation, and banning 

gender studies, sex education in schools or the so-called “gender ideology” does not consider their 

experiences throughout this process. The literature review has shown that the anti-gender 

movement in the region mainly opposes issues concerning the rights of women and the LGBTQ+ 

community. However, most of the previous studies and discourses in this analysis indicate that the 

recent anti-gender legislative proposals in Romania are part of a public anti-LGBTQ+ narrative. 

More specifically, the opposition and international community see these laws as an attack on those 

with a different sexual identity or orientation.  

Nevertheless, according to feminist theory, “gender” as a socially constructed concept, distinct 

from biological sex, represents a crucial element in identifying what maintains the patriarchal order 

and leads to discrimination against women. The feminist theory uses “gender” in its analysis of 

power relations and societal processes to counter the views that inequality is attributed to 

biological features of the male and female sex. Moreover, as I already presented in the theoretical 

framework of this thesis, “gender” is an analytical tool that reveals what roles and stereotypes are 

often reproduced through policies and discourse, contributing to women’s oppression within 

society. Therefore, “gender” as a concept is strongly linked to women’s fate, their rights and 

advancing gender equality. Considering that the legislative proposals under scrutiny reference 

“gender” and “gender ideology”, with other aspects such as gender studies, sex education or gender 

identity, women should be considered in this debate. The supporters of this legislation fail to 

include them in the conversation and take account of the implications of banning “gender” on 

women’s lives, an aspect that I will analyse in the next section. 
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Question 5: What effects are produced by these representations of the 

“problems”? 

During the final step of the WPR approach, rather than measuring the overall success of policies, 

I continue to examine the problem representations by looking into their impact. At this point in the 

analysis, as already explored in the Methodology chapter, I am interested in revealing the subtler 

effects of such representations. This impact, if applicable, was maybe not considered before, 

especially when referring to one group of people to the detriment of another. 

The first category of discursive effects is strongly linked with the assumptions underlying 

problems from Question 3 and the silences exposed in Question 4. As this section has already 

shown, banning “gender” as a socially constructed concept different from “biological sex” limits 

the understanding of multiple issues connected to such terms. In the absence of this socially 

constructed notion, such issues would be left out of the conversation. In particular, the 

Constitutional Court, in Decision no 907 referenced in Appendix 2, stated that: 

“(...) the notion of ‘gender’ has a wider scope than that of ‘sex’/sexuality in a strictly 

biological sense, as it incorporates complex elements of a psychosocial nature. Thus, 

if the notion of ‘sex’ is circumscribed to the biological characters that mark the 

differences between men and women, the notion of ‘gender’ refers to a set of 

psychological and sociocultural traits.” (Constitutional Court of Romania, 21.01.2021, 

Decision no. 907, Appendix 2. I) 

Similarly, notions such as “gender equality”, “gender-based stereotypes” or “gender identity” 

would also be excluded. Particularly looking at the promotion of stereotypes, the notion of 

“gender” itself reveals certain characteristics that are associated with biological sexes, which are 

further reinforced by institutions in place and discursive practices. As previously indicated by the 

feminist theory and literature in the field, notions such as “traditional family”, “Romanian 

Christian values” or the “male/female” binary, often deployed in the anti-gender discourse, 

contribute to reproducing conservative views that associate women with a reproductive role and 

the private sphere, and men as decision-makers and breadwinners. When such aspects are 

institutionalised in policies, according to feminists, they contribute to discrimination and 

sustaining unequal power relations, to the detriment of women. 
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The debate surrounding “sex education” and the “gender ideology” propaganda of the last two 

legislative proposals are also relevant regarding their discursive effects. By presenting this domain 

as a form of sexualising children and inciting them to homosexuality, these problem 

representations limit the discourse and exclude notions such as self-perceived identity, body 

autonomy, consent, contraception, menstruation, victim blaming or sexual harassment which are 

integral parts of “sex education”. These are all issues that affect both women and men, who are 

often left out of the conversation surrounding sexually transmitted diseases or underage 

pregnancies. Altogether, these problem representations impose a certain level of censorship and 

limitations on the freedom of expression.  

The second category of effects is related to subjectification, namely what subjects are constituted 

through the anti-gender discourse and how this debate influences the way they perceive 

themselves. Judging by the problem representations in these proposals, most of them indicate 

children as the main beneficiaries of these changes. In this context, however, they portray children 

as a vulnerable category which needs protection from parents and the state. Hence, they are 

considered unable to think for themselves when exposed to such issues and susceptible to external 

influences such as what they call “gender ideology” and “harmful propaganda”. The silences 

analysed in the previous question revealed that these proposals would also deny access to 

information related to “gender” to those students who are attending university, and who are 

interested in these topics. This could impose limits on their freedom of conscience, thought and 

opinion and silence their voices. It could also deny access to information on how they can protect 

themselves or understand the change in their emotions, bodies and issues related to self-identity. 

Similarly, women are either missing from these discourses or are presented as victims and a 

vulnerable group in need of protection. Their role and reproductive function within the traditional 

family portray them in a specific way which ultimately translates into an inferior position within 

society. This could pose crucial barriers to women’s access to decision-making and oppress those 

who challenge traditional views.  

Lastly, the subjectification effects of these problem representations also pose the authors of these 

discourses against each other. Mainly, the supporters of these legislative proposals present 

themselves as the protectors of the Romanian identity, and moral and Christian values, against the 

neo-Marxist and extreme left governing coalition or non-governmental organisations representing 
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sexual minorities and feminists. The supporters of these proposals accuse the others of being 

responsible for the problems represented, namely the emergence of “gender ideology” in schools, 

the harmful effects of “gender theory” and the dissemination of information which could affect 

children’s innocence. This representation of two antagonistic groups, “the people” and “the elite”, 

is often encountered in the theory of populism chosen as a theoretical framework of this analysis, 

which could indicate its influence on politicians in Romania. On the other side of the political 

spectrum, the opposition sees the supporters of these proposals as representatives of outdated, 

associated with other illiberal democracies in the region such as Hungary, Poland or Russia. 

The lived effects of these problem representations are strongly linked with the impact of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms. As previously noted in this section and the discourses of the 

opposition, “gender” as a concept lies at the foundation of international instruments and national 

policies advocating for gender equality, women’s rights and the eradication of discrimination 

against the LGBTQ+ community. Therefore, the elimination of this concept could result in a lack 

of compliance with these instruments. Concerning obligations arising from these legal instruments, 

I argue that Romania would violate important provisions from the Convention on the Elimination 

of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, or the Istanbul Convention on the Prevention and 

Combating of Violence against Women and Domestic Violence. Violations of the legislation 

adopted at the European level would also occur since it is transposed into national legislation. It 

will ultimately contribute to taking a step back in the mission towards tackling gender-based 

discrimination. Furthermore, this will translate into a lack of protection of women’s rights. Many 

discourses opposing these proposals indicate that in the absence of “gender”, girls would be 

encouraged to take upon a subordinate role in society, as stated by one politician: 

“What will this new law bring? Any reference to the concept of gender other than 

natural sex will be prohibited in all schools and educational spaces. Girls will be 

encouraged to play with dolls, knit and accept boys’ insistence. Boys will only play 

with cars, and football in the schoolyard and tease girls. At the limit, it is in the nature 

of the ‘weaker sex’ to allow itself to be dominated by the ‘stronger sex’(...).” (Vlad 

Alexandrescu, 16.06.2020, Appendix 3. I) 

Moreover, gender studies and sex education, by referencing the concept of “gender itself”, are 

often an important instrument to eliminate violence against women, sexual harassment and 
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discrimination. These arguments were referenced in numerous studies analysed in the literature 

and reports of international organisations on women’s rights in Romania. In this context, due to 

the lack of information on prevention, consent and what constitutes domestic violence or sexual 

abuse, many women become victims of violence and discrimination. Society already sees them as 

victims and a vulnerable group in this debate, as previously remarked on the subjectification 

effects. Hence, I believe that the lack of comprehensive education which could reference issues 

specific to their biological sex, social role and stereotypes associated with them, increases this 

vulnerability.  

As previously shown, high rates of rape and sexual assault cases, underage pregnancies and human 

trafficking are encountered in Romania. In this context, women become even more vulnerable and 

are at risk of poverty, dropping school, contracting sexually transmitted diseases, becoming 

victims of domestic violence or performing unsafe abortion procedures. The amending laws and 

discursive practices under scrutiny, which do not recognise the socially constructed roles of 

women and men, put the former in a vulnerable position in society and contribute to their 

discrimination. Furthermore, it leads to the rejection of international and national policies which 

reference “gender” as a concept and which ultimately protect women and others such as children 

and the LGBTQ+ community against violations of their rights and fundamental freedom. 
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Conclusions 

With the emergence of the anti-gender movement in Central and Eastern Europe, this thesis sought 

to analyse the recent legislative proposals adopted by the Parliament which oppose “gender 

ideology”. More specifically, it aimed to understand how “gender” as a concept is depicted in these 

amending laws and the discourses surrounding them, and if such representation poses any threat 

to women’s rights in the country. This research project used concepts developed by the previous 

literature on the topic of the anti-gender movement and feminist and populist views on “gender” 

to analyse excerpts from the legislative proposals, complementary documents and posts on 

Facebook from members of the Parliament and the President of Romania. 

After using the “What’s the problem represented to be” methodology and an analysis of discourses, 

several conclusions can be drawn from this research. Firstly, the problem representations within 

these proposals are mostly related to the emergence of “gender ideology” and its instruments such 

as “gender theory” and “sex education”. Within these concepts, “gender” either poses a threat to 

the educational system, is harmful to children’s integrity or further influences them to deviate from 

the biological sex assigned at birth and change their sexual orientation. What the supporters of 

these laws oppose is the feminist view that “gender” as a concept is distinct from “biological sex”. 

Secondly, the assumptions and presuppositions underlying these problem representations view 

“gender ideology” and “gender theory” as a danger to children. Either used distinctly or 

interchangeably, the proponents associate these concepts with deviant behaviours and 

propagandistic tools which contravene the Christian, moral and cultural values of Romanian 

society. Furthermore, the analysed discourses identify women and children as vulnerable 

categories in need of protection, while they consider the opposition neo-Marxist and the LGBTQ+ 

community abnormal. They rarely reference women in these discourses, and the proposals fail to 

address their lived experiences or the issues affecting transgender and intersex people, children 

with no parents and those interested in information promoted by the so-called “gender ideology”.  

Lastly, throughout the analysis of the effects of these problem representations, I argue that 

rejecting the socially constructed notion of “gender” also denies concepts such as “gender 

equality”, “gender-based stereotypes” or “gender identity”. These are ultimately relevant to 

ensuring the fulfilment of women’s rights and the elimination of gender-based discrimination. In 
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their absence, compliance with relevant international instruments and their implementation in 

Romania could suffer. Consequently, they would also contribute to taking a step back in the 

mission of achieving equal opportunities between men and women. 

Therefore, I conclude that the representation of “gender” in this debate which denies its theoretical 

foundations developed by feminists does pose a threat to women’s rights in Romania and the 

implementation of international instruments and national policies on gender equality. The 

proposals under scrutiny not only reject fundamental concepts which are at the basis of gender 

equality policies, but they also reproduce stereotypes often associated with men and women. Under 

the pretext of protecting the traditional and moral values of the Romanian identity, they renounce 

domains such as gender studies and sex education. As proved by previous research, theoretical 

approaches and opposing discursive practices, these domains are crucial in challenging the 

violations of women’s rights in Romania. More specifically, they are relevant in combatting issues 

such as domestic violence, human trafficking, unsafe abortions, and reproducing gender-based 

stereotypes which sustain heteronormative norms. Since more similar initiatives are currently 

under discussion and would soon be part of the official agenda of the Romanian Parliament, one 

must be aware of the impact of such representation. It is, therefore, crucial to analyse how depicting 

“gender” as a concept in existing laws could impact the application of existing legislation, 

Romania’s compliance with international instruments, and their beneficiaries.  

Through this research project, I attempt to fill the gap in the literature regarding recent legislative 

proposals against the so-called “gender ideology” and their impact, particularly on women. I also 

seek to position Romania within the broader anti-gender debate in the region. This thesis revealed 

how members of the Parliament of Romania and President Klaus Iohannis, mostly involved in the 

legislative process, see “gender” as a concept. Moreover, it investigates the implications of 

denying or supporting the social constructionist approach within feminist theory. Using the lens 

provided by the populist theory, I find their reference to “gender” proof of the influence of this 

political thought among Romania’s politicians. It provides an understanding of their ideological 

background and opens up the conversation to what is the impact of such representation.  

In the future, similar projects could explore the comparison between the anti-gender initiatives in 

Romania and other countries in the region, to further understand the deep-seated concepts used in 

this debate and how they influenced each other transnationally. Inquiring into the meaning of 
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“gender” in this context and the impact of such representation on women’s rights opens the space 

for a better understanding of the concepts employed. This research could be further used in policy-

making, especially when drafting legislation within the Parliament of Romania which could impact 

women’s rights. Moreover, future studies should examine in-depth the ideological background of 

politicians in this debate and how their interventions relate, if that is the case, to the rise of 

populism and gender. It could examine the particular position of women politicians involved in 

this debate and their understanding of “gender” while providing the basis for future analysis of 

similar anti-gender initiatives and their implications on human rights. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Amending Articles 

I. Law No. 87/2020 for Amending and Completing the Art. 7 of the 

National Education Law No. 1/2011 

„Art. 7- (1) În unităţile, în instituţiile de învăţământ şi în toate spaţiile destinate educaţiei şi formării 

profesionale sunt interzise (...) 

e) activitățile în vederea răspândirii teoriei sau opiniei identității de gen, înțeleasă că teoria sau 

opinia că genul este un concept diferit de sexul biologic și că cele două nu sunt întotdeauna 

aceleați; ” 

Translation 

„Art. 7- (1) In units, in educational institutions and in all spaces intended for education and 

professional training, are prohibited (...) 

e) the activities aimed at spreading the theory or opinion of gender identity, understood as the 

theory or opinion that gender is a concept different from biological sex and that the two are not 

always the same;” 

II. Legislative proposal PLx. No. 243/2022 on amending Law No. 272/2004 

on the protection and promotion of children's rights 

„Art. 9- (1) Copilul are dreptul la stabilirea identității sale la naștere” 

„Art. 9- (11)Identitatea la naștere este compusă din următoarele elemente: a) numele b) sexul c) 

cetățenia d) naționalitatea  

(12) Copilul are dreptul păstrarea identității sale stabilită la naștere.” 

„Art. 9- (2) Copilul este înregistrat imediat după naștere și are de la această dată dreptul la un 

nume, dreptul la un sex, dreptul de a dobândi o cetățenie, dreptul de a dobândi o naționalitate și, 

dacă este posibil, de a-și cunoaște părinții și de a fi ingrijit, crescut si educat de aceștia” 
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„Art. 9- (31) Sexul copilului este stabilit de către medicul care a asistat sau a constatat nașterea.  

(32) Sexul copilului nu poate fi altul, decât cel feminin sau cel masculin.  

(33) Părinții declară naționalitatea copilului” 

„Art. 9- (4) Copilul are dreptul de a-și păstra cetățenia, naționalitatea, sexul, numele și relațiile de 

familie, în condițiile prevăzute de lege, fără nicio ingerință.” 

“Art. 46- (3) Organele de specialitate ale administrației publice centrale, autoritățile administrației 

publice locale, precum și orice alte instituții publice sau private cu atribuții în domeniul sănătății 

și în domeniul educației sunt obligate să adopte, în condițiile legii, toate măsurile necesare pentru 

(...) 

i) derularea sistematică în unitățile școlare, cel puțin o dată pe semestru, de programe de educație 

pentru viață, inclusiv educație de sănătate sexuală pentru copii, în vederea prevenirii contactării 

bolilor cu transmitere sexuală și a gravidității minorelor, având opțiunea părinților sau a 

reprezentanților legali ai copiilor de a solicita în scris unității școlare scutirea copiilor de la 

asemenea programe de educație.” 

„Art. 89- (1) Copilul are dreptul de a fi protejat împotriva abuzului, neglijării, exploatării, 

traficului, migrației ilegale, răpirii, violenței, pornografiei prin internet, difuzării prin orice 

mijloace de conținuturi privind devierea de la sexul stabilit la naștere sau popularizarea schimbării 

de sex sau a homosexualității, precum și a oricăror forme de violență, indiferent de mediul în care 

acesta se află: familie, instituții de învățământ, medicale, de protecție, medii de cercetare a 

infracțiunilor și de reabilitare/detenție, internet, mass-media, locuri de muncă, medii sportive, 

comunitate etc.” 

Translation 

“Art. 9- (1) The child has the right to establish his identity at birth" 

“Art. 9- (11) Identity at birth is composed of the following elements: a) name b) gender c) 

citizenship d) nationality 

(12) The child has the right to preserve his identity established at birth.” 
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"Art. 9- (2) The child is registered immediately after birth and from this date has the right to a 

name, the right to a sex, the right to acquire a citizenship, the right to acquire a nationality and, if 

possible, to know the parents and to be cared for, raised and educated by them" 

“Art. 9- (31) The sex of the child is determined by the doctor who assisted or observed the birth. 

(32) The sex of the child cannot be other than female or male. 

(33) Parents declare the child’s nationality” 

“Art. 9- (4) The child has the right to keep his citizenship, nationality, sex, name and family 

relations, under the conditions provided by law, without any interference.” 

“Art. 46- (3) The specialized bodies of the central public administration, the authorities of the local 

public administration, as well as any other public or private institutions with attributions in the 

field of health and in the field of education are obliged to adopt, in accordance with the law, all 

the necessary measures for (...) 

i) the systematic running in school units, at least once a semester, of life education programs, 

including sexual health education for children, in order to prevent contact with sexually transmitted 

diseases and pregnancy of minors, having the option of parents or legal representatives of the 

children to request in writing to the school unit the exemption of the children from such education 

programs.” 

“"Art. 89- (1) The child has the right to be protected against abuse, neglect, exploitation, 

trafficking, illegal migration, kidnapping, violence, Internet pornography, the dissemination by 

any means of contents regarding the deviation from the sex assigned at birth or the popularization 

of the change of gender sex or homosexuality, as well as any form of violence, regardless of the 

environment in which it is located: family, educational, medical, protective, crime investigation 

and rehabilitation/detention environments, internet, mass media, jobs, sports environments, 

community, etc.” 
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III. Law No. 191/2022 and the process of changing Art. 46 of Law No. 

272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's rights. 

“Art. 46- (3) Organele de specialitate ale administrației publice centrale, autoritățile administrației 

publice locale, precum și orice alte instituții publice sau private cu atribuții în domeniul sănătății 

și în domeniul educației sunt obligate să adopte, în condițiile legii, toate măsurile necesare pentru 

(...) 

i) derularea sistematică în unitățile școlare, începând cu clasa a VIII-a, cu acordul scris al părinților 

sau al reprezentanților legali ai copiilor, de programe de educație pentru sănătate, în vederea 

prevenirii contractării bolilor cu transmitere sexuală și a gravidității minorelor” 

Translation 

“"Art. 46- (3) The specialized bodies of the central public administration, the authorities of the 

local public administration, as well as any other public or private institutions with attributions in 

the field of health and in the field of education are obliged to adopt, in accordance with the law, 

all the necessary measures for (...) 

i) the systematic running of health education programs in school units, starting from the 8th grade, 

with the written consent of the parents or legal representatives of the children, in order to prevent 

the contracting of sexually transmitted diseases and the pregnancy of minors” 
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Appendix 2: Documents 

I. Law No. 87/2020 for Amending and Completing the Art. 7 of the 

National Education Law No. 1/2011 

Document Author 

Publication 

Date 

Expunerea de motive la iniţiativa legislativă Pl-x nr. 617/2019  

[Memorandum for the legislative initiative Pl-x no. 617/2019] 

Vasile Cristian 

Lungu 04.11.2019 

Lege pentru modificarea și completarea art. 7 din Legea 

educației naționale nr. 1/2011  

[Law for amending and completing Art. 7 of the National 

Education Law no. 1/2011] 

Parliament of 

Romania 16.06.2020 

Sesizare de neconstituționalitate asupra Legii pentru 

modificarea și completarea art. 7 din Legea educației naționale 

nr. 1/2011 

[Notice of unconstitutionality on the Law for amending and 

completing Art. 7 of the National Education Law no. 1/2011] 

President of 

Romania 10.07.2020 

Decizia nr.907 din 16 decembrie 2020 asupra obiecției de 

neconstituționalitate a dispozițiilor art.7 alin.(1) lit.e), 

introduse prin articolul unic al Legii pentru modificarea art.7 

din Legea educației naționale nr.1/2011 

[Decision No. 907 of December 16, 2020, on the objection of 

unconstitutionality of the provisions of art. 7 (1) e), introduced 

by the single article of the Law for amending art. 7 of the 

National Education Law no. 1/2011] 

Constitutional 

Court of Romania 21.01.2021 

Parliamentary Debates 
  

Parliamentary Debate Transcript 

Senate, 

Parliament of 

Romania 16.06.2020 
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II. Legislative proposal PLx. No. 243/2022 on amending Law No. 272/2004 

on the protection and promotion of children's rights 

Document Author 

Publication 

Date 

Proiect de Lege pentru modificarea şi completarea Legii 

nr.272/2004 privind protecţia şi promovarea drepturilor 

copilului 

[Draft Law for amending and completing Law no. 272/2004 

on the protection and promotion of children's rights] 

Parliament of 

Romania 02.05.2022 

Expunerea de motive la iniţiativa legislativă nr.bpi 778/2021 

/01/02/2022 

[Memorandum for the legislative initiative no. bpi 778/2021 

/01/02/2022] 

Zakarias Zoltán, 

Kulcsár-Terza, 

József-György 03.02.2022 

 

III. Law No. 191/2022 and the process of changing Art. 46 of Law No. 

272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's rights 

 

Document Author 

Publication 

Date 

Proiectul de Lege pentru modificarea şi completarea Legii 

nr. 272/2004 privind protecţia şi promovarea drepturilor 

copilului (PL-x 457/2019) (adoptat - trimis spre 

promulgare) 

[The Draft Law for amending and completing Law No. 

272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's 

rights (PL-x 457/2019) (adopted - sent for promulgation)] 

Parliament of 

Romania 03.06.2020 
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Sesizare de neconstituționalitate asupra Legii pentru 

modificarea și completarea Legii nr. 272/2004 privind 

protecția și promovarea drepturilor copilului 

[Notice of unconstitutionality on the Law for amending 

and completing Law no. 272/2004 on the protection and 

promotion of children's rights] President of Romania 24.06.2020 

Decizia nr. 644 din 24 septembrie 2020 

referitoare la obiecția de neconstituționalitate a Legii 

pentru modificarea și completarea Legii nr. 272/2004 

privind protecția și promovarea drepturilor copilului 

[Decision No. 644 of September 24, 2020 

regarding the objection of unconstitutionality of the Law 

for amending and completing Law no. 272/2004 on the 

protection and promotion of children's rights] 

Constitutional Court 

of Romania 24.10.2020 

Parliamentary Debates 
  

Parliamentary Debate Transcript 

Chamber of Deputies, 

Parliament of 

Romania 03.06.2020 

Parliamentary Debate Transcript 

Chamber of Deputies, 

Parliament of 

Romania 21.06.2021 
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Appendix 3: Facebook Posts 

I. Law No. 87/2020 for Amending and Completing the Art. 7 of the 

National Education Law No. 1/2011 

Author Publication Date & Link 

Vasile Cristian Lungu (PMP) 

16.06.2020 

16.06.2020 

17.06.2020 

18.06.2020 

19.06.2020 

23.06.2020 

01.10.2020 

Emil-Marius Paşcan 

17.06.2020 

10.07.2020 

Rodica Boancă (AUR) 23.05.2021 

Mara-Daniela Calista (PNL) 16.06.2020 

Marilen-Gabriel Pirtea (PNL) 17.06.2020 

Emil-Marius Pașcan (PMP) 11.11.2020 

Ovidiu Raețchi (PNL) 21.08.2021 

Vlad Alexandrescu (USR) 

16.06.2020 

17.06.2020 

20.06.2020 

10.07.2020 

Florina-Raluca Presadă (USR) 19.06.2020 

Mihai Goțiu (USR) 18.06.2020 

https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid0PWCNzwjDNU7PKVu2APZvRHrLc7cMUH5V7DJsSpSPyQuec4Wj72CCUi2kxGQpy1Jul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU3A2X60pS7u-RD_oVOuznjtFLLGBtq20TdWi3MezyxF8U8ZexlVvpnzdMel0s9j7A4knBSDQai94vsaSB5S5qVqb0n0enYjsgB1z2ogR3mSrJfrBIhA64WwPvRAM_p3XWCYWPfittHizhZivZrr50w&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid02VWuQG5LY4cPMpoNtFp7YiQNzYWjRqDFSzdHzjW24KYKQh4k7Bb8oua6w1oGRjrUDl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWi4nJPQC8peVqJG2bpdbKicl-shB5OZl2z_YWaYuSnphWG2Tzs-hx_4bTKElfnxWVSYqX7STGoQHs2Wzc7K8GU2e-c0WeHL5OHnJd_ptLYme9n2M5Sx0KXSW34d34RIPQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid0P28Vcrm8n875PwGuK7cXuDSvd9z7bu79QhgGL1FKUnTvznHQ6vW3jbtALQN158Ahl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU_se9vyW-7oGSLhEV5c1EnzjeimoimJH5DZ5JjWxYLxRuScEdYSMblW9Z7huY-4XeQ4jhLFhjvA79BTa_QMFcWwZsWbgmge4LpInJ-aDv5IAr5oL3TCFT10ywPKWnRr7c&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid0QKp7LYS3yhTMe89pj9WHpMPJwe5aHZYhvucSCe6fq1gwVWft1ckgGm6TjJe8XtLXl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVda3d3yViv-Lu6rcTRzzUspLsCafA4wbTUvypbJ0edcTUZAT30EyUyUE2MQLrKao1Si9XYzohwbe6b-izzGvAq6mtNG90v0oBevJCC1bAbZLGzl0OAmTG6OMLLhrfi7MQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid0b5jHs9bPv5D2thb5BV8VT9xZNwgLBNNMQcBmi4cBaP3GES5QUL6EPY3KuQGGuHHql?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUMnjTRuCL730tOVWUl3laQfPJ11MC3gg5Htn4KU2FVhcfGEGrppjjG-kd8UucN4dxUw9-j16UPIftkyglaPtyKFvvnYLlwKEJ9ZzNHeso8IIi31ql5l1ijLSGH4H-rzqM&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid02UZKJQvBFXBsoHyajyRuYQeajh3A7KFrtmwiqyDFsRjpmN9PNwYFG9fkU4oGLsT9fl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVS6urNb3VLEpEUxUuK8bnDVX7zx_hxh6-L3JUWyijktPtgvpF5wJmA_jqti6XYvsWTUBhsMgPxneiuubknUnq3qFIcNsA8FmETeszIcdXnONKM7Xw-edfjISuj1PzIfuA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid02gsLDBxdmCbHgptaD6kNYSLWxLFZCwT8943Q3E6xSpHFFp9rBwFopTALytF48Rrnjl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUiFcqYex1yqjbgGnE_Pj3KbW4HveoIid5BuLSCBtggKnoUQzwLUk_tHVEJRdpWDVss-z4yhCcE9H3Zlauseq6VDwAfIhHYvODBL4QxthpZc-wzN5DG0OHMkEOJutariRw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/marius.pascan.10/posts/pfbid0EP5FK239RDREmitrD5wbnn51bj7a9g8N5vhmCD5LyTtSAqFg2SDsRK4nqAP39FrQl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUzT6Y86BS_artDE9AVGLdczh0uZ5JBwY39HtHfRuaINHOSaJBbuBmrJWsOUtMpBhs-arxBd-56skQrJTyrO6wxdBkxh45tgJxyA_IVaQvKbmr_ZlOMacmjV9OlS0i9nAY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/marius.pascan.10/posts/pfbid0bvmNBP7JbJToKQiWdME3v9xXBaF3LtRE1cdvkr8sSPvPn5W1vZ17PhSu9vzRFwKcl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVW9VqNOFFhbffJvS86mW6uOiCLxhzvGrOcXF8-MevWjNlaKRwAquAdtiAioylaQxfLsVpY46E6xnlaOmrnPKPfRxpzTJY77niPS69jIu3hDV9XToqNYnuqAwW0RMKl65M&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/rodicaboancaAUR/posts/pfbid0FZmUXjQVCmr1bnWosYXvPddi8qV5omFWNiujwC1tzQkZ7fSbzi2fjXop7rkN4oHYl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUn0MJ-NDVIt16eyCidjexps_O2_4SBQmQqaxLebnLvFCyTcB25orUeAZbctuFFhapIFqn0mpZ95tjdNKxBzBPUhr-8dNy0YV0EtTebLENzigxFDiS-FPulaFnOt2-cMAo0VPOchyJOhcNaT-fjBM8p&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/MMaraCalista/posts/pfbid029NTzWCi17g44qaVw8jK5oZ4khyUGRde7CJZQzkUhEPXsDBpPud4aZxvocCKiXikjl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVcjUed9SrwOrIc4n6L75JoeUgL6mIftLxUuj7UvE4W5Y_PYtM4voga5SQt8pwtv23FKVaOJtAWMrvGjwABsLLEa9XnX61kTG8uYFq5l-sUYddrBICipM-qAQs_r8tPt9s&__tn__=%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/marilenpirtea/posts/pfbid0uoVr1n63HKpckugdRzjCArVfRBokN9XUcjHAg6PVAxsLbFWJn4qQtrmbjaWLAYeQl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWS1BHawcv-OPaVjvJoGKweIo3MTYiPG9QNQ9OUdFLsGZhszfpO5Tk4WeoPCyTuZWhav2O6ivJynTkxRqMnjOvLhzgWDnAaZuoMjVE7bkCVPbmANNbxXgSz_WzOhQt58ZqGvFX590T8ISaXnK9ZphMWGtvGhGChV8Ki9yz3NIQXYw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EmilMariusPascan/posts/pfbid0jMboecTWXgQHRVC1MeAkHh3j55kB1XTpfKLEsHAwpvcqF3gUNeYTnQ9GtEBY3wfTl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV9rRpulN7DyBz84ZJ8F_0eZFiV0roY4Ydkzv6s1R6SL77GUREhgbfdV_SEijDtmpSBe3JIysJ8UG0gew5nGR2uVRoIJ6ktXatiBKcUMQjqypru00jIvcRkoiUEnzPaBWI&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/AlexandruOvidiuRaetchi/posts/pfbid02gg5uwG6Un21R1gDswYVUReFq6j7GVvogeJ8hQ3KbpLXxhZdSYFDdjQYxQYvsudiil?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUkpRhdl3Nl2t4ozusoyPPy3_gowYu3oKuzs1SIjlG02pTKE5HZ-JzI79STbKd6n1YXNqq6SVN9mhZ09OckS41wN1kSty4IYHMXLsQgP0LOGg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlad.alexandrescu.oficial/posts/pfbid024KZgPQsMPUkXiyWnVyqPWY7VQJTh8zDUoAWhG5M8j4XjD377SD3V3S6SDAhrf1bql?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWK8mIxRboeRvPom8FLIEO7q8jC1kXjZrsJcipM4megLAKhjrWbFbgkkIogX-IijF7Rwx52GVI4hhe3JRuHe837D83haxZX2CuvrfAv29-NaIB5jIiofLQcsrWWZ5JJpLY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlad.alexandrescu.oficial/posts/pfbid02xGTBmNrfQZctfYSW8PqX5UTzhLtDXCduNP2M6K2LVi6KyG7tSL4umVxYp85b6JPkl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVa_3fAjJWzu92tDjQorb6pn3hAQBUCyHnXi86OkIRlM5bn2oKsSmsI1p5BXAnn7EmgItQDmGlCqmw3__La7iWclFOihT-z25MlJYJeIVPzNgp27OiFhgfEZSuAONqvHK0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlad.alexandrescu.oficial/posts/pfbid0TM6UjpnL1b5foyUResS2xhnLNi5LzH5z8NMePFToH63ftcbb9UG9aw8zzkmM6aw3l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVHIUpD4mQFYhjiq8_WXDwNHA0K59Pur2PtMs7BtHgWGNCbuysRjX2TGGV0D7adu_-KtmHaSRzZBGIj_J3tor0IvjLcTqavMFNbLvAv63u_4c5Og3g71YmRZJLRvP9nenQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlad.alexandrescu.oficial/posts/pfbid0kDqTS8iY4LGNWemUYDC7JaaaSwrZvmvM1YrhyvwqYbzNgis6Tac7vR8979tf6p81l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWSxn1Q0hvc3tl3vNrGQx-tQjZIrMK8WaDx2U0df6aYyPrnZ7CfSah8MTXNmjl2fgYd1cd9d_YzF5IagMqpO_3X-p5PnnMFsagrT4NKcU0I3pOJClM4ErF4sXWUKQ_5nZE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/presada.florina/posts/pfbid029Zpit3ZTprpex1bC8st1qbKJ3HPhBAUxnMwjVhjKTGrgSQpoM3bFFAdssSSmy5BKl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzJrgjEXtkXorgV02uFMEEQjWbuAex_sGSttH9gL2TmvpkYVP6Y3_KVylaDyjr9n0A4kxfy6fuWuT83i8Lxd9HKeMeXFMWniYdCeEDkWymHtmDdDduGib6T33jBaSo8RM&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/gotiu.mihai/posts/pfbid021cr84apmBFZWujd3W2pa9xXLMYhs1Zguov1fCnQkWZaf4AgTugSTi9vmChpcBWSel?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUxI6a0gjTgOqUoBNL_IPWipz7JR5q6wJw3aBW6JpgYtRB5n5eYmW3FKVYMrDekycLp90EgP_ZdeQuH3dB1yTPiJXd-rlgQB4dOlmz7NJfJzuMl3rPF0VkInxuae8c4nuE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Daniel-Florin Ghiță (PSD) 28.10.2020 

Cristina-Ionela Iurișniți (USR) 22.06.2020 

Daniel Gheorghe (PNL) 18.06.2020 

 

 

 

 

II. Legislative proposal PLx. No. 243/2022 on amending Law No. 

272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's rights 
 

Author Publication Date & Link 

 

Oana-Alexandra Cambera (REPER) 29.07.2021 

 
15.10.2022 

 

 

 

 

III. Law No. 191/2022 and the process of changing Art. 46 of Law No. 

272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's rights 
 

 

Author Publication Date & Link 

 

Călin-Gheorghe Matieș (PSD) 
10.06.2021 

11.06.2021 

Ioan Deneș (PSD) 
12.02.2021 

Ambrozie-Irineu Darău (USR) 
14.06.2021 

16.06.2021 

https://www.facebook.com/thesavagesamurai/posts/pfbid0vncdDmpApcxRanEEGXCKy3W9aVP9J5gy3tsanfXXoj5G2oFaAeR9JLyE2uoS3o9xl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV5vD6tg916yTWI0TzYEZAB3t-w4TjuHFb14ssKvPDMQ2OY5e7BrrwUOyHuxCMJtSVrS0mvn09vfvmNZ73Md_4NrAEt5D_SddxGDSO9fhV3pk4wyzm4ZApki_mYngEHKYw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid02kMGAsARFSERHGLatbiuzeeEPgfvBUWDtEVU2ayH4LPxc64YTc2etMzcjX9aEkktul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4MUgmQl2IQEgmVhDisNSmQO4lUIusHK9vpiawj_R6QLi0SpmoDDEqmBBO8XXg6e9oENid0WybUkvz1K8WlvMwHWQDEdvzzlErCyvL6CvLfXr6Yj_b4eLLANDd-104nn0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/daniel.gheorghe.374549/posts/pfbid02usKXp7tC2PDZ1eRvjLi3mDdcEZjJLdhLwLCpoZoWdKcL1p12s5nvQYRpR1uhY2GFl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXpD-oFXIsNhlYmVY59AE2okEicvxvH6y6iNzbjDxFzBxXs185jPxeHqNUUVbXf1YDyTO4vkqy-79m95f4mtH7ucNUbDhxqhLmTrlEH7cFDOQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/CamberaOana/posts/pfbid0jkRdDjZJibVLkzkEKLPRoedDgawgpd6Q25kUXmLP9JbJgzYH5bWgonbJ5wHWximgl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWAlLgn4dVChDw74BNWLE5SYDuSmgGCx711XqoqWpkf4-sTWaI8Pvmmkk5AnVWYI8DLtm0ZO8v4Fzys3ju-9jhCV2k-etRtkb04i2H0KvqnPLsGtFQxfvI_UlCmIL8HIoY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/CamberaOana/posts/pfbid0WjnQ3JLdgce7ztAsWy31BqRSuRVKCgugZa5EEJWHu4wnt6qYz47Lr528DArpTk3Fl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUXDZE8kxsBzXp_1L17rHb3DiHgf2NSntlPBN8TREV1QOyv-LHecRnG8oMNUE3S23vRO5LwCjofeSYCnfUWq53hqM-dHpn82jqK0pb0EWPxbw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/matiescalingheorghe/posts/pfbid02PwKBaLRDTsSvWP26BWRexrsBLVKCvi4pLWYXyfiPQpP6XgVGq8Bj1Pg9myAKcfp2l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWE2JPjuarzTFajs5M1HT55Vo-SpQFTsTtHKQ7a3O34obAgxkrNPZPoyDnPDzsPOGCHWaP1XydWYAduOxThX14zUpEVi1kSDMMkCaNHmG-Gy-jEroiBv22T8v7pO2Y_ErU&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/matiescalingheorghe/posts/pfbid0yJr2VSV6PXbsTSob2fm7e8Xa8z1rYXQHpwyL5kuBEDuUjU9e98WSgFhCeVNsV9fFl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXUhAjOEeqO9Av4I1ceZn0xQJzSlZgZqdLmFqWzTfBYemdIUlQNi6mg4NW5E_VCOvj82Y8mkmIuq-2p6_NAoOA1ZrxNMQfiXJs3qhpzTA27m5GTG3ga5e1j5jbd6acl72Y&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/ioan.denes.9/posts/pfbid0YNU64YR2uF27YCvm14B4NmGSVGEVD3BphzTRDyb2nt1TBJnwrLWSQMrk3bRV2Hjel?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU5MVwLeCPmnx0Hgg-FYW5LMl6OViack1H-vLszV4PPB9NAPjwXytGNOlRTcj6Eoxb112sIupF_4VWNIfnxCLtFt0DvDHRSxEfGjhc2CnCX6w&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/irineu.darau/posts/pfbid02yFgJMaLZsbsovqti7peRtUXqpAKVUVmPn1mhqXs2zT5qL7gFBRSDxBWTVRycXwYyl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOO-ASf2KtK0wwxoztH8ya428MlPfdIVVc-Bj8JNWUe-oDV1aqwjh5zXSyTJVk1eDCK1YRgThh7JtYO-S8g9IWksMdwdBZIoM4Aspii0vsKVJw_Y7oW68PbChgCpoZaVQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/irineu.darau/posts/pfbid0BCwqLZCE2TjK3veo6cuUDBiS2bd9GRpLRwmuRL5opMXH4mrticVzbnVx3cX1wtqKl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVOJSJk6E4sQO55UIiljzNmK3Pmt6GLBTBh9ke3hNjCSrpJfIItSwjAVZ5v1eAe5a7rKJdpiuFIz1MdHj5P5Eint2SyeWwIIkPzIbkRmwi450mSLkw5WN064eUKS09qMqBk6kkty1RE68GQ55HlROr5&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Lucian Romașcanu (PSD) 18.06.2021 

Titus Corlățean (PSD) 12.02.2021 

Rodica Boancă (AUR) 03.02.2021 

Dan Ivan (USR) 04.06.2020 

Sorin Vlașin (PSD) 
11.02.2021 

09.06.2021 

Laura-Mihaela Fulgeanu-Moagher (PSD) 03.02.2021 

Alina-Ștefania Gorghiu (PNL) 23.06.2021 

Raoul-Adrian Trifan (USR) 21.02.2021 

Gabriela Firea (PSD) 20.02.2021 

Ștefan Pălărie (PLUS) 

09.06.2020 

09.06.2021 

10.06.2021 

17.06.2021 

19.06.2021 

21.06.2021 

22.06.2021 

Silviu Nicu Macovei (PSD 

09.07.2021 

22.06.2022 

Marius-Eugen Ostaficiuc (PSD) 
18.06.2021 

Oana-Alexandra Cambera (REPER) 11.06.2021 

Daniel-Florin Ghiță (PSD) 04.11.2020 

Dan Tanasă (AUR) 01.07.2021 

Iulian Bulai (USR) 
03.06.2020 

22.07.2021 

Mara-Daniela Calista (PNL) 02.06.2020 

https://www.facebook.com/romascanu2016/posts/pfbid02K7Qgt8fwtg5Xrt3Rq9XAcY2gFf7ve6xaCnPd4TCizwC5pHTqRWvWGiRhuv32Qmbyl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWfobN8DxhI3RjZQF2_QQu6Uuw-zwvxvR0i1jfKvtuB09DDwUOotIXr-7-wqMLOo8bHLHQEFhzvBrqBIkQmgmDIynIDGoiLuV-qmPYmJwGNZYYWvrubpFVchGaXihorfz2tcKRHplcWpjTqoe4dGe8Y&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/tituscorlateanpolitics/posts/pfbid0QLuTAZyoGDQRPJUnJQ55sVAYb8q9UtXoCZmgTLD6n3oVm3faDqSnX5heZ21w9Rxdl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXoy6NoO2tnM4rp87x0Ij_aKn1hBldMEdtuz6QMK8DSAF-TqNEt8sfU8UELkT9z9FTTUOJwp7vQcGiV48izak4Fqtaw8pCs50u9a0OPf6xZX27ML8JNfwnANS8x7yeCeYo&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/rodicaboancaAUR/posts/pfbid07jzuYQqozL1sFTy8ay4D11UEZdBbQYiKZhBrn46mH6B3EHnhqKM67wyZZQiw56xxl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW15aIO1x0eKIna-RdP2iLFdFEQnr6fIoavr4tddF-2X6zvXk3bS0RF-CkJ4TAPaXvccJOSqbuJ5OJYIR0HmTCzQlt8sd7E4bmVHCGSnYSN2PA_uIGYlE0cojA9e9Tyy4o&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/dan.ivan.usr/posts/pfbid0mWki3ATvvLcCXecztvcJHoyHZyjvFHFVEuEXwxCTT1my6qYKBH2pGmXsqmvBs6o9l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU0MXTpcOzxEcGXY8UXEDeMUAxC2OHa3wZ6BQwc4io6sBzwrWfN-w7PFUIT-qsGKUF_YDAxgoMT1oxPX6W5t3WBXIxMnb7Ei-Iq2APzbhKNHUQwNBTQv64U5JqST41n6EI&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlasinsorin/posts/pfbid031gEQ2QgWgm7UNUh8uXzDJbkpcnzhkopizMq6KhJv3EMgGjequMptxYc7ipHbfv8Ll?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV2IeLANwB8YaP8C9zxB0kQx3xpAcZuOlFvRBaYgDFYx-8RmEEbh5BeQlJqpiVDxy58P4p10g3zlHMAw3PTZeIeOFo7P7tSoiYa1c-k90CKRpiXvRJAhsqTCJQwROFtYpk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlasinsorin/posts/pfbid074nxYtXpYVGudkicCYjt5TBi553FSqrGbcP4RLLtrHKdzyjo9mPAkH2bBUAFA5pfl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVg5R3soqJO4ECuek4WgbL6cg2DG4qM9rfvvqSqovWnhxVo0TpuVSNtfbGaMknE_yvpakYzwUEZ9QIY8XskgckbYd4a36sO4DUThXYdXgZdd0YDaKskQfQMZJ5Q09c03cM&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/LauraMoagher/posts/pfbid0yB6KkHYCK879AGDfEDksaW7bFs97a4oayzjZgR38Sk4oQUyGbYzL59Jqc7ZPqsb7l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXVmDQdKLAgRfwJX5Q4INGlCqMr0gfCJHQ0FFkjXvO2bfwpsN3mSyP2ZpiiZ2IbDn9a2is8m2E03vWpWfSQ2UQgXvMXVfl_DOFnF14Kq13u-gMg-lNO4tx_T7nMcK5TCYc&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/alinagorghiu/posts/pfbid0cVCcsaGNKPbQRJ9k38J3F9pTEbbnXnNbazN6tZ3u1kbFFWM1fTHyYgwyaa6m7wJnl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVVg29w4fJPKs775JkyrpOlDEJiCWZn0wPnlmpGq6BGlJr8f_8IN_vzDgl4HpAL9feHAJ29NrwXCg4qN_qHbtvQh6sT_pn8s150RJ5EwDnUKgk1YMnvAMs-Pb7u_0DlS_c&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/raoul.trifan.usr/posts/pfbid0V94dAmHmpYYfWF2jri6sm3utNBQjSjFmC6Lbqu4TTSFdC12yTgB5pREKAERf2gSPl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUFBBDX2MTQRG3r_qGKQSs6gkmc2-bD5pZ9p68vrqnuTgpSsoMDiEi333_x7EWTxzjQ4xjp8FDiOubj935S0Lbw563BMunVHDG4Hj9JiRvtj52oro1L44GtFo7AUXDg2lk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/gabifirea/posts/pfbid0oWWwozV2zU2yPdz2iZ7SSAUAy6JKAWA5yb9nZnmupSpVdcceCC8HspPGTmUqyVQtl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXq0lFObJzOoO9e0X2UqRj3dCy0-5ne3wbFhYklz3Tsz8iO0eJ14ZRgduK2ZD0BK6ls1N6Y5BbG1B3lAcalqQiYJxfqzv6RAGHoay17Lly_xepYc0O-3aim4EKQAigmckk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid0vxzKiZEZLR2uLkKuvNBRvsmTgf5Wb2j2Q2dvJsvtePjfAQcjFheLsXPuksivzUBXl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXTEABlPgpBrUkL4UF17bqxJOQJGneRJ4T6zPsaWYqRNTERrrdnkNbLrk_IXjY86iSCye8wapJrTWe-mOTMggnCtJqdoQcWztqi1Er8XJI9TODVge7v1YzmOaaUK_TrdZI&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid02ut5oBqFK13SP3jV1QYrdjh7ttghpcJirdPMLqGneDX13JCXowMLRe9QRW3iCNkS5l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWpVjHB63to5T1podsM06u6_FSkftWuu820KfH5w-TuaCVKx_Ue4XCX3D6soOzPnkFaDNrK33skaBD0qZ624NZ4eu53dh_uM01x5SwuCTV30CcoU90q-ty1lX-z5RqM1A4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid03QvfLwz9M2kQkufY6pChMDAUCTT55WJ6spjU9pkm7QGk1MT67cAr3ts4ZD8HcvNVl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXh3jjcOC3WN-Kw8y1si3RipQtZyFszeWY0SMWdlqxYN5e6AbmOJx2fr1DnywscEchCGv5O8vB-y8xvWh7BbSSEA9TgqIaD7jhDGWtMWJThL70RAagihIDZeZwsrpbeQhc&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid0KZBchBgvREQNA66bynVvkuMLVua4RAbB5bZbNKBQyu8FLqboiVhkCLQd7gE2NAfNl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8AazZ0BTc8Vqetnqdl73ltvP71Yyhu88VfctLkhruQXz78fh2LSWEaF7_fWgtxa22f3XHkQD3xZZp0ld13hRQMrKl2JX7Liq2F3MyflyviHWgn-0R1OJL8HnkbQXY94c&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid02RcqfHngABBrHEU8NN6fFAC2t9eEyiL2CKEstPsYzJeuoAfngj372tcPEpm5PDNE5l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjZKaH9GfJ8JTcY467lIdQ4D42--DQZpkNab9XqCdY_WbdSDShe-tZ0-BwesA-wN0cH5fEqDuo_9YLXJ-Xz-cZRJR0dwGo94Kr7d7CDo43-8_y7ZMcoeKt-uUJ5V6UtEU&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid0E4WV731fGyowEY1FxeQKaQmu3uvh3bKchRwWjWDkEWnsvjsr7rWDBfS4ao6X77zAl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWr7f-foq5MT0e18kBHqiow71HSP9AOcSqqMDOR7H5nE0L6y4r7eiWMpjek1H-4O2n1iLwoehWAPY06Ig7OraTXkcYiYcuSPVzzLUnSxzxWTGvlbV0faXBsJvGs7xE-f8o&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/StefanPalarieUSR/posts/pfbid0JD6hRWhAUVtDmT6Wt8P6Kt5NtRX15XTm6Mg6rG2L6LsS88aQCp2WHjjCDCfg4gYjl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUov3FB-OgpWeAywgrPXD2SwjZJvQTs6q93zv7k3QQp8gmx0bb8lmaA-2Van3NKDl6zfvJ0B_0xeKFfvcczJOPTARFHIj4rsndTrkglv3lfaKrNusWwwJ8x7_8mIPDMUjU&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0FtZ1F4VvZbXzszZV1SbSBsHUXpNEDdsy37CDRsb9yy4xR3MgMy5iNofxp3omgBT9l&id=100014111291467&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVQboQO7dTCauwWh_cPIg6rOfQe6nFgc5Zs6k8vrC6mpqXkJ0x7y3FE4ak0bZ0sTwrLZmFLoZhhrvpSuYuDsoqbEIVkGcaNANY4Xxmp2-cQr19FydOjlNt7hIbZCNeyqkU&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02s4AD2s2hMwP5WHEabZWV9esY1xQeRbG1MEo2abpsFA2kAfZhLkK2AaFnVemC7usil&id=100014111291467&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUvtuE1lzk42nHidqWtIjN71bBM00bbTHDTankRB6teVRoX1_dFnOH8zE1JJVFyMHkb-nQ6gPgVvcWnmiHPXfy2o_lJEBNIEDpJaCNLCMemvCacXOl3xEwPHVXN1ttHF5Q&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/mariuseugenostaficiuc/posts/pfbid021WBm9TRcPLGh4CrxC38Gbdjg5Ran7QhHmny4Lj7R579aRiNAmPVUJRWxEFyx1ffpl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVIn_Fuk0g5ynR_Nxi7qIrNUSwnMnl14E65whU_fC3552YGX9SEnt67nLT9HKqcAwU0AV1hUZ2q_vyCw8ulpsxFf8IzrvKK9ZfavfDZeRIu6RtzdTRa-bW__CrjSmJ64ZM&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/CamberaOana/posts/pfbid02MQs7YGEk3CYiXuzRYGsecTgeGLk44L2eAxPw4Xq6ScE8MqaAi2DM3wJCpYsiPSRpl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVZyO0mj4-k7OK2AbtO3GJ9bfufxNooohoTUDgUYko3BU7dBPkFBf3WnJP7YBBZdYYDgiBWKl96p6e2ljVnJvPP4_cvibJczkN9tHo6Qe9pp1xR50sJU-Ri7HpcioHr24Q&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/thesavagesamurai/posts/pfbid021FmdBUAFzyw3DKyRomgwFjcanqqQeZ94s9upKBRKwTmUh8FkjVMXQtvHmtzndNySl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXRRFLpVvJRhOf5hCg6aygiImsNA4d2JNzpfflSqdmfEy-IkuNcxAn5g1dmpwHXzxsFLmAgcp62YXg8yzxKJz5SFef0zdl46iWQzva91MwGDXOCXeh-xUMGcJmWYdU9Zy0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/dantanasa.ro/posts/pfbid06GhxSbg2cP4DtFWFmRuGyfB24vEDR6SxuPzWiViHYwhfVjymoicNqMuwjuAvq2Vhl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXYGoxj3tz58xlbKqEDBFxsvfKWzlTqtkxOgd2e8uD4q8FC5Ix_4YLIpMDl3l96MS1kfEXpmL6pF-SFAPlHavJGLxNxXjJDbXFesjZ82DrBiQgpavm6Wg8UAlbtB41TAXE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/bulaiiulian2016/posts/pfbid02qijGdAvV9NyQEsayHnyvrKWV5kd4grmi6s8PKeuBcQrPExHpZfXpZEqRSj52HNqil?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXDf8a5ug9kHyDugHwcU_MbA1pXv13pMtywm4z-Qhuebmq0KvnuAetPfjxBwi8koiwuSF51aRK3AOFMuLpwSP9sINtRgbyJzc9rUdgabzxvng1dtHy_V0KloIyUxYV6qG4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/bulaiiulian2016/posts/pfbid0z6H83TNe7Aeqp6ZpDt5B4QnaS4GgTNytzfZyk42nLoYthPtFhMxKTRzuBZMLrLAil?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVTEsFu284CqpHdPEoYXFIFYWeHipVfOAoW3PnFkTquCabcPsXc1N9D_8VfI028KtAG3nDg06AtQzaJ9vP-n234eB3I8Qlx7jzMnGuQfGJt3b7VbiC6bXV-0mZ2L34spa0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/MMaraCalista/posts/pfbid02gmKra3mFyn6Z9G3JuwLkMKCUdMFgokFoB6u2BQrPrh2GZ5s8dKGmGEt7LDe5SiCMl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXrlIV2PlWLi0jfJAaXyHJcONqX-iD5ygpJiGOwEpVy6QmT5D8vP5gZGuGeQJptUnjCYSGSFsIBhQWvH6ZDZvmtQPcGgqBX_B2qavejbpgZN2wB7_N8UTsA78O3gbzqdpM&__tn__=%2CP-R
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21.06.2022 

Dumitrina Mitrea (AUR) 25.05.2022 

Andrei-Răzvan Lupu (REPER) 17.06.2021 

Mircea Roșca (PNL) 
22.06.2022 

Radu-Mihai Cristescu (PSD) 23.06.2021 

Radu Panait (USR) 14.06.2021 

Ilie Dan Barna (USR) 
03.06.2020 

25.06.2020 

Ben-Oni Ardelean (PNL) 
22.06.2021 

22.06.2022 

Daniel-Liviu Toda (REPER) 
22.06.2021 

22.06.2022 

Mihai-Cătălin Botez (USR) 04.06.2020 

Denisa-Elena Neagu (USR) 06.07.2021 

Dragoș-Cătălin Teniță (REPER) 
04.06.2020 

14.11.2022 

Simina-Geanina-Daniela Tulbure (REPER) 21.06.2022 

Cristina-Ionela Iurișniți (USR) 

28.04.2020 

28.05.2020 

30.05.2020 

02.06.2020 

03.06.2020 

09.06.2020 

21.07.2020 

Florica Cherecheș (PNL) 02.06.2020 

https://www.facebook.com/MMaraCalista/posts/pfbid02xiE5YScaLstc5DDZxjpnWQcnyGuC1XgNLrDqMp5VREw9pLxtkQybCGw5vfFgEKCRl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXVUrNFP6e8aTY-EUDdbKiLW9UiEVOIjZMvEI9S5tiDMDrZE15o4zvgLbDjiAsP8Au5OFqLkuWiepblu5RaU4-Uwh8WT2UGzvzLw4E7Ptitc9OFWyynYe6-6gy3BBfSuEz8tNazfxw2nbH8PivZmmrJ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02wyJmY2eFLLEGaVnVznMZGXtc3Sw7yHwtH6SL5XYgrJQRJA5EncKX17ETpxoR4MV8l&id=100063498263413&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWc1EvkWMC6xDrbPRzo0nHQDB8K4Bf-wAm3SEx0aw-9H_RzELqbY8mKlp7zZBrK6w4hqjJJZfvtQk5I0mHUt-Wt_REOptwvA-9UAX0dVdegDxj4MEJxXyNlJMtWmzFejcI&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/DeputatAndreiLupu/posts/pfbid0V2QHgsXisFKEwu5DxUykuDFFi8x6M2qkMyAirwiEHkVBL51Kt4xdJ2berCasqYxpl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUr1OHParjD_STdqOBb1PP8CGaMyQKhjEpfPCk_bQ_wZNuAQ_x1qW-e6RujkhELu9LsUCqwlKOljKTvTDpQ-2vnEwti2JDxGRQpGUe4431-aQcYGCGeaV0k3BgzCRWtOK0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/mircea.rosca25/posts/pfbid02R1TS8bRP4eqAnCPEkuFbZyZW7tknzRiicfhZPQzZN6vvaxYSdZZ1HpinfcyaVSBLl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVLt51A045IF_IzojfiRma3Pcoja4VkOfZh9f5SVOcJR9qp9Jlc3ZG0fgal-cUhDE4vIEi4BHBk6fOlMjCP8Ry-6Q8qwph-SDcwj_8Yyq1SQUKDOTDMarKaXrjkh3FGL5s&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/RaduCristescuPaginaOficiala/posts/pfbid02JyL1Rc6psZVtgwAPxFq4XLZqDTXGcQvtyn6BNP4KP6cQCVm6XxBPZSm1ERHKd7dLl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWI2a3LcEGZ_1lYs47e0830iMqiksJF0vEVtTIjp0hk62EXxsAEHlrE2h5smxVxEFd-lx4qi2jhKtckblxSULyk-xTBYx-J1OzezpscvMkytcplgCdHJoCAMQ-wE_eAH5I&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/RaduPanaitUSR/posts/pfbid0221nKtNxXyUnFXKujiLdeSwheURjPWAcjd1cRwcZNZir7K3UXxo2zFNFHoULYT7f9l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWuvzzEFFTolM6QnF7PNLBe7xNjVv7VGKI-8XJhuwBvQ9YGRdhhu3qdWXVUDlsSoNhYq8Yj0U1agJt50CeVo8FzXPUDZnqxH4UpWcTPDTt-1KZSKRcjMgj0iM1M-X7gGgw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/DanBarnaUSR/posts/pfbid02zXqG9f5jv8JJtqH35MCbc1DD6YSeK16nEDABYHKAGSJD5y55dizAkCuQ8oozchprl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXm6zNwAIHG9Ohsbx67XMT_283W4vh-cK0YOf1o7vSogMqN9hIMIqPYb-MBzFR9MPQ-e_s4zPVnF7RBJhZu0fCpGJCY8Hwbi4wep01cthaoBnRoTgxw6p3e7K1XFZ8bkUs&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/DanBarnaUSR/posts/pfbid0Wa4eyGAh4PJ2AoayjYLD9wm1SgkGqQbfcFKSti3o68FjdQYNvJSHMaQNDfz77Q5Ul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW3l4vUTneGVVf07FNaSJ48vtf1IrOVs-FpGLpUdPQ6UzDNWO8rZTV4FIQHR-sRxxr1OtnjRS-ffPNVTd1QlkmSjI2eagNWi5Nw-DynJRLEkiMCNhwEgjX5VWWhafH7N2U&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/ArdeleanBenOni/posts/pfbid02C4dsv1yigaDs3t3PFUhbKoYUgEuSegjASoNhqQEfq1gHu7BzSpM3YhGXV23up88Yl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVb1awhP_Lfkf2C14WSagp-DC9hum7cXI5_QI-mZg-LUlOfhs-LsYaqxJ5WJ6np8F5Keb7p-LHkOkEWO3ksC6BBWLVdikpkvsfvpKp450HCX0q5m9-9vLYVnBEGVOkT-e0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/ArdeleanBenOni/posts/pfbid0seTE8xZC93Ts38sQJXDagC9fn7JxvwCqX2Hr23XB6siG7mjms8M8rEnVbVcbDo3fl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVSoKvp-7V1ljnQG6Vxl55FWof9X8jLpZ3bk3Nd5uFahEkRb0l-QdY1ngFGO1sKRuccLtJdd5w7c5nlg7aFkbnC3xKL0f5CAXmLEkQZrvuZciML2gM8S4nTUm63amG6oHw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/Daniel.Toda.REPER/posts/pfbid02jVa7gx1o2VsBcy3XpUcgNFRuacbQA2bHRWBcjp2Gpvt9V5p5LzcadWFThymXjmcSl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWU78DHdq3UuWjZ_jgLHw_4b-uH_8pKs7uj-BC27vb6fyLxBrRyq_Hu6hEcC1mWcln3WOZ1cFtiBIEFarfaadEas_Jd-G0wkppXn6ztmRlK9Xa_8ezekNeecO-gKa9cZ7A&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/Daniel.Toda.REPER/posts/pfbid02jP8RYE8C6NDMrKBmVKywvHmaZJzYEBr34c6fcFhAFKg2XQeD9nwWCx2Em4m8sWLWl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVj6zp72Lh4Q-yMvga5d3Wo7oKJuQ2PrXgbAvn5TPKFT0ChyzThhCFzkcWTzeXHebuqWDswIYHC6SIYvc7jsb4EqHi85Ck8xh5hSP802xRds7qzTfK44X3swYpXq93GSXs&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/MihaiCatalinBotez/posts/pfbid0SLZQRfXL5khdSBfoDxFwyzhRm3WGUyrgXrP5r6k9TF8yesXWu4UhXU3GTg6af5sxl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVU5FQLtqd0jseiTmDTPe-3avLmr3eR5C6ai7_CB4LhbuXWplcE-UOqWfFkTqYTyUfC1_LFfqVY1AvA1flBVjJrJPoFf8xf_A0mjJK6m2Tvy6lLxW_d4FBcvKv-mzsbiNk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/denisaneagu.usr/posts/pfbid0McmbjaQLfFBdAjLDofrtjqNevTG6WctdeXwK6ySyDxHVwoKDgdXU76P5i3mDHYWul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWPJKz9E--qi2a98HFk3B4xqGAhHLP6O2TuGVihK81U0kZ96Pql28PRYZt1l31Ecjtq89lcQYaX10b8o5NfbXKyo20M1vkcdVWj0etWBP5RTkgoMcYdgIjVt5AJUzcW6qg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcatalintenita/posts/pfbid02G2rLsExdgddRRipiWjUEBPHn9xacVqhkznESAzBci5Fd3kCphzn2GC7b1Mwc9gpdl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVQ8UzX-7BSdKeIm39QhKuFzqfYbZrfeJkiDIxoY6GJdKb_acvU042CXoqu8VDhdeZ8sd9EUyi6TcdTK9y4CCmEQsnHf4aHarVgg7bV9TRQLVg5K8Tewz7CXB2TtKnCoeI&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcatalintenita/posts/pfbid02CYNnajKaL6E6c1J7AdZSdDtzsNKME5uyKDuuirpm97RejDt2nFGYzCA7CJuryJafl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZURJfEbHCifqsesTSK54hc8elECsTeno_jRC5pUiX6T-hmnhczdEDZfy9XKoFyVtUFqLVN-0ILcLqT5wv4MxOmZl3iNChjdubBHEfs_jzKJCQXA9nmrLO12XEgmNw804Qo&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/SiminaTulbureREPER/posts/pfbid02ZGZWVhSfpSQb2ht4T9tznkFwfLEBBEUazSejXLmzdfAWfBTyhANFPUuJGcGQCh7Ml?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUiNMDantoLGcBuLXPnQGhMIOrQr5ds_KCjAkpfCMuLQuA8ougkLOHcBH0zAktSXoswEyUa46cxstzVxAeKHSqwnFY7kBCaLWRLpv9_F5p4zu5zz56XNgKjt7mgQUE_o-TeZJ2NfWVK-26JjeyaGEGF&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid02TvjRUjG4386oFaC6cgWoQaNxY43xvW5qhu4EAeBSVKic7qbxGWeVAuCsAU4iedtgl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVhI8gdsqk9mYvH1BfJR1z245d4Bbgt_BGRfz8YMss2BPiBM6VmpcR3yXaYzJI1D15hUU8MFjhsV6KKF_NvDFXAy8wFvjDSxBVG9WJp8HVg5G9Ngsrgd3cvK0JrKlWaFSk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid0yZhaHwgr1HvvAzxXvFRHWU68haDkha3V2PkxBX2bjnXketpFb1ZxyNgCbM5Lc368l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUU1EsYKERVsDxoQ4ipDYQ_JMIw-Lx-EteFnjw-Zepi2rU9qf5LdooLOp1mE_LYO5bydCEZaSoEtuZc_ZFtseKX4m4pV51M9TYMtc0sWdeUWl9wAsnWvBopCkdCerYNlwg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid085f8kbcYcRAY9vtiBpHhfTxJkus5kkFYBKmmnehzZZW5GyNMtgPrkQJTiQAvigqEl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXOlEvUo1EevW7IhdK2_LcadD6EJId5awY46Jgef4fsWVPbFLdPcyg57oUZx9LNWJ2hxOkjH9izQxH5ODpjI53NV0pPMW-drxE_7vwcgwIvyzNhDz2vnnlQcahRXlyq_wc&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid02WNvXtbvcmhxHkMvVrLu5b7yyvds9qyZpj3PJqm65uzE96ztoXcNyJ4jqCxpxH6FQl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVi7QRAhIrdKsduaAs_6Ak8hhdNMfUoaaVuKKCi-mgFWacWXN2W4OG0frytFAz7pLx99e_7qNfuKCrG71IMSHwisBNle4uSSKRCS5gNkBu0GTYvgBWLlG6SrGypOk_8V-M&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid0KsrqTYfggxHNZEJp4fN3jqkhdrbqar6T52KtavGHWqfVkzYJ5rB9ECieNtWS22obl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW0KlOXpbizJ9s4RsSSLHrpT6E1CmfQv_lnL-QO0lIkaod87O5ik-Y_qHTkQkyIXQqs-wKuXWfTuqy3ofF8YHVG5DQiihfyc6yOq0jA8CszBI7fS_FQ3irYOMxnwz5XZf0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid02KBzoGMHnQDRJyeZrCxEmVLq3cd3bF2MYR2bXhoRtASwzUBpA8GYLm2CNDuq5uJbJl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXsOzdW66Kc05RJku5fNSptDTNI5Rk83Z5L-SX21JLDr5khLO-uj6de-3D0g65u5curZWno4mzF5V0u9Ws2bLomHQWcGYuAGUsypvkTTgQf6HCB6Zsj0YZFOzkDBYcDUB8&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid0tGP9eQDwjZH6zZ7eyjcnpK5hFymGHoxF42i3bVFdENcs9k3rni9rs8wMtQRTEQdol?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWA6KROg3CI0N-iHrFVz_Yro00b3tCtyvAuwsnEYTURefR2In8eGPiWUtLg2lHyk2T_8tDvstzvdVRRpx3779KNkVi29uxQoFMdCdYEQcpCbHG7KzT8j9uqhDxNxpF5UK0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/fchereches/posts/pfbid02gxMdfkdbavdVdb5YAFFwdiYhbwE9zqBXSQHYFb1QcCTGmpaCEHxZwjGz8g7PQMbil?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWAdWSJNG89UfSh1QvHEnwtBu4ZSkBt0ISjmgGzUTtAnBS5pNYv0kOboBfOjjHdh1vHCmxWfQDGoKvE882zc-10lf94v__emlOTSGSnV7nWzxE6lf_Ry4VNBBM0_snVkmllDthCXSNdnjEtRfNhKZKL&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Petru Movilă (PMP) 03.06.2020 

Daniel Gheorghe (PNL) 

27.05.2020 

29.05.2020 

16.06.2021 

23.06.2021 

Emil-Marius Pașcan (PMP) 

03.06.2020 

18.06.2020 

25.06.2020 

22.07.2021 

Vasile Cristian Lungu (PMP) 03.06.2020 

Bianca-Miruna Gavriliță (PSD) 06.07.2021 

Oana-Mioara Bîzgan-Gayral (USR) 05.06.2020 

Matei-Adrian Dobrovie (USR) 30.04.2020 

Ovidiu Raețchi (PNL) 

27.05.2020 

22.06.2021 

23.06.2021 

22.07.2021 

Ionela-Cristina Breahnă-Pravăț (PSD) 20.02.2021 

Mihai-Viorel Fifor (PSD) 23.06.2021 

Adrian Wiener (USR) 14.06.2021 

Vlad Alexandrescu (USR)  
05.06.2020 

14.07.2020 

Eugen Teodorovici (PSD) 30.06.2021 

Cristian Paul Ichim (REPER) 17.06.2021 

Silviu Dehelean (USR) 
27.04.2020 

02.06.2020 

https://www.facebook.com/PetruMovila/posts/pfbid02ag9AtKsR9jmUnpZCMmq3n9xHioeGduVdWhdwvpjDNLtGiNJh1fjkkqbjRMyMPFWRl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVVKcACzdhpmjkXR-bl-tC4xCeTQxhRwRDuBcZjK4sg3ud44DxnDDwqsIWcTNNvGjqPsMGAP4QD_61NyWeeFBvwd5Fg_cE_5eBvZj3Sz0UZqJbcXYvmMc5PXjht7-cv_0nBj8DAeOFdJD8aZxsjSpfZ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/daniel.gheorghe.374549/posts/pfbid0jzx81ADXsWu2GSEzGRF74NUztjNKHDJhXDMCvHXdW1pobG4GdzRKMHQBqWW4jTpDl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWhTmEP92_6XB1k8k5zVS5xtLeAAm-Ct_fMuRIDFbkiQHlctPmeFtEK97GBgrNYFVDXZNx4-1n9TVFy-fZL-FH9Bsv_-lX8LIkpT3F2GRtauw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/daniel.gheorghe.374549/posts/pfbid0KrDr9jzAbsCpeTB1Ti8gCSWSARFW6KfPRRQs7PkF9wJfUMtBTHE9dKErLQmJo7EDl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUyMFT4QvSwfKFBnG7KP3hKl-uBRosEEzjUK_nhq0A2TU0pcHVJ567070mOUP5v9yJmq8Y2lcPtaOSAkGUm_Z91u-txINYhszcAvj1dgi7T0A&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/daniel.gheorghe.374549/posts/pfbid0yGizB8ytsVaupbLgEeebbCADh1LxdgAV8Uytpz368RT7P9yPDrJ8bMCF89idpYGl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWfKBPjlGO7QXl4NsZ7CmnpUr2plnvdFj0ccWHhYRWdfqMeQQyfMCXlD0EDn7TwZLesDrKqFnrBF_IOMon4cG9Xgg-D2CqcgZzQt_K3NoDVrw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/daniel.gheorghe.374549/posts/pfbid0A3nPDcx8bnDoXuWiybCyGy34k1SK7z6Mw81Gbeimw1tVWBiX7bn7rgMyxGbFeZ2rl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVqJA11jTrcgO146_h8B19lpKO0-pa91G_hr0za6J9Gc-9xHzfcPPpSI3oOx_LclFnatjknv87DWNxTBiqWHIKDvmolCf6sxxbVKMtwWMC9Lg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EmilMariusPascan/posts/pfbid02ocxgES2srPzb9Wk15AeCnekFEFZEmpa5PWHVgwoPQPb4rrWQx9T7KrSF8pWnbvnvl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWEkEOhnQjqEAt-3ZfKAhDTgHP_BQAEwrOLLgDrgsIY5vSGWIZCGtwo6WBVXPjCIIPTGFfV9od3EdgTzoVma_AXonEjR3zrl7SRWSgeIZ3KSnFDb1u4jVakWVKqqCIwnCw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EmilMariusPascan/posts/pfbid06uWdKNJH9aBRECettdtf8tNi4g3uRQnLXaHzkxk7ier3BTq4A5ce1mcw8JfDo3Rul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUTTzOt0wNtQ_9VJyUy3-EHu5WnM6dfWmrTuYG0FRVnVhC9MkE-yBuqP7Rqqp6-cwV0hL5MuuY-GUvDzp9baJD5CX_GEAuTgqnCtCa3IqYRGicgl2DwntciuKhNM-Sjzf4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EmilMariusPascan/posts/pfbid023vQt6v9LFhKgfkdJ7tPSgJ9W7KNfiwsgcYcqMAZTBVrvHbTpgnDjjU5yiwhAov1ql?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVRoh9pb75ggSXK-HF3Kwj5KElbEjggQ0v9ZYFsguY05JlKHUJSRBiBlzkUIox2AyWXJmLIVG4Ta_ZkSJzsOaABrLp4vSmAB3Qo-emeV78rcjzXzlkyURsHwF3wMSYUDn0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EmilMariusPascan/posts/pfbid0A6WjngpVokyni8x1pxvaVF4fsaXGYky3KNE1A4HUjNdZ98Mg5LWVe27Yv9micUtRl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVcrQg13s3edPDRjhDzU0qZdjk7ShDCSy7R-P2EiM1RxiaaZ6Gskz0c4v3-XZe5SXeYhJ6ug98-2Rnb0_U-GmVg8mqFB0FhOvTc4bOt7Jfz1c5xh2jT_YvBnfT9v8BHgyU&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid02QbsB97Um1xaGqXsFdpFzvf3tB6cvRritdFRT3ViyacK48Q7BbncGLvFFe9n6H3Rrl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXNxa-DiHjBehN7fkrc_CPy_rSoP_DBOV2VHtQDHhm1RTUu7quFAsua1FRt5RMnF6kRwyDF384pqHI1mVQ6mLcGBdCuQBG9t0B67nFqCe3dmD5c_-6dEZ9-jwqHZ4iGMWE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputatBiancaGavrilita/posts/pfbid0APLCju3nmvG4NTUKQH14YwkcMFovWfUqaXMt58vAsN9urFkShNc6dJE6wUA3r6STl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVCOK4RQDMJNYXgaOLgu2nOdWcgejdbz43g0GM8KN2cfPCHxuRiJ85OZCU2JKQc6L_fBHTnZEjEmu1QFF8MA9tTgsuTxO75O3wqI2PCgTKuLWkvte2T1-6l-Lm0eH2ZpEA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/obizgan.public/posts/pfbid025B37fh3Tch9uc5djvN89CcyWWEgkTGvtUUsijyGoKaocRRq1vdSSokbLHZ38VaShl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVvG6mOjdV9Thvt1iYwMN6Lgrw50QkqYPnl6vYueTCagjR6E42HvhCHvq0flEsBVXI88sb31OwwwqSTuA_9aAfY9os8SPq8AB8pNHIuaAV6l0YsfBs6jtCZKf6xl25jdvE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/paul.andrei18/posts/pfbid038BLSbALhhfs9Gmje8HixafPnTjmt1rmdS81LA8VttF2GTFWnrHVZCfEs7DTpWedNl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVXoCFVjE_bP0IhQH8ie_9ji9F5dR3DOjwO2jQOcj9EJDbelAEusR0f2QgT_87kR8QPCUWHHO5PTQvxCA527T05VoS1CeReEIKiCYfa6Nk9qYke5bWRFujeFA-zAfi6tkxqu64y29oueHAIGXQZDOf1&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/AlexandruOvidiuRaetchi/posts/pfbid027FpmvK4Q5EBvHHLrNEyt91CeMjhTCe7n7UfUn8ai8CB4Pq9MBeaKZNTLbf2X56iql?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXlQUlIJ3lUNTM79VIxmr99aOKXsNQgqgG4k7R3-O5jbX8aYmLiVyWFrsgTS2qbOg36ngJ07kW22CnU33HxKPEwLDxKMbBHcDVKEjBjB6uvqw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/AlexandruOvidiuRaetchi/posts/pfbid02Ui48n57d9bsYme2iw7MnZZWzHEFxekEjvWzgDHwSvJ95UyVTRUf1dy7mjKBCkPbMl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjq6HpZXSTi4t1GBRsCPIFYqiKIUTy3IEG1lIxG2D8PiT52dPMwFiS2-BvF-iWZPuFoDMV55WqA4EearUhk4w6H8mfDF6dZ7SnEb4SSK7Y1Q&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/AlexandruOvidiuRaetchi/posts/pfbid02x6JELhs8GNqKUiPmAMF84LkY3j2jgbLfjeCxGX93cTiYr7RisYjkB7KQuaqF4N9tl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWPnoOyHBAOUDY7LbERTkO13HZujHanwNdo2NSezwuvpIR2UjBy8yEvBCGy3i8xB8Y2Axw87tMehPAgQYKnbCGdMEuki7q27zRQ2e1L6qVw8Q&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/AlexandruOvidiuRaetchi/posts/pfbid02am4EYgUNmWw8jjPf3sGtqZkTammcZDiUH5dt6btux1B8a2keaKdfJFbf1FsucR7El?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXClIpSZ9EKAhQou08Cehh-bSFXoSDVaHPSIe3Zx0S9-XsrF7wfVPZHouPD2pcNy4ljLkC1srz2HQYqz8sgz54q_7msNJwQisB9IJ_U8eTO3g&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/cristinapravatbreahna/posts/pfbid0Ri5jhWAQL32TpAa7na8BBiyqZ6HD7DamtTJkjqxckG9itq5e8kAvso87QVyEt6EZl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXbiMVm-5K6QjMMcdZEnCEg_PuuqGTalP3Dvho8NivW8VTV5fMHhzqtLYfVvZtldQH9__rfK8-iVwlomoZIUS6iIU5NO04aPlvMxcPU2DzAyWVSxrR2NbFrzBMEfpfgViA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/mvfifor/posts/pfbid02LWE1bLpGj3C4msGKzS5RMTFW5wbq9T2PsgUkEev9s3pqjHtdrNRAqhuXA3DB2gvMl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWLmolaV0yzcbjD9LFXJmEhlA3kHmVx8FIkNVVuB8mKhaP0EnsVzBq4sxZMfWdT-OeWolRsquuXlMULuf8UQWIQQjgaKKOPvMl2mP6Y6mH7Pm-VzQAdGp-e8mSeiPbckxg&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/Adrian.Wiener.USR/posts/pfbid0eZ1DouD8jhuVoBzfTtFVLaSXokw6Npp3m4bU2ugRarp27yJrAxbjzpqsqipQPf9Kl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXG33eIitKoimlkuhNsaIYGu00Jf1kllQM-kDMJNbriRElMuNYgbxxMpCG932Pck-Bxs183_1VDu6YjWRltGEmZ-QGX_byp8ndWgXX6HY0CYsnaoZRqQYdyeyegTmCH9og&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlad.alexandrescu.oficial/posts/pfbid02arJBBU99yPVAKGafwwE4QySt9PftUADh32sfG9L1tth35j9mc7ZpWKmxqcopbKisl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8Ur0xVwN5JZEsYSVXIVxHvoKnZmHIXXAGkOtcS0LybQvFrkhhg3tsqgXklUwKkRqZBwyw2bDg1I1pA-muFlr_9RKBCwu8yn2eVpOedlXrp4L-S0mnqAh7h7eGkKB8muw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlad.alexandrescu.oficial/posts/pfbid02gCzwG4MyBhMvLfcWBeyfZvpfjpTT3RCQ95gZxtfrJcweu5KeiygrLhao4JPPziu5l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWcGlllY_MfFGgVRna5NiDqWXQZSSI9Ak7QBfuJ3a-dpU0NxtJ1KwLVKsSQGNBUtkZSA_eB-6F5xbkG4oEbFFnsoKk8J6pHZCJil0LEnjJCbye9OVhfxZGUeL7Fyu_Mrw4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EugenOrlandoTeodorovici/posts/pfbid02obsHXwCvtes8UeKsaiCRxvvn8aWLEsVv2ooK8smj3Qsp38D7omUizzn5JbKPKUj2l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU-6RE26_Ev27RqXNzYiUO4f5NIbmUmrSuxwHwB2jIMBIYtou9e4hLbE-qALa2c49QAvJIHlNznare-14050cS1zk1onxqlWnrDvpkW5kXNPolapihLM6mZ5y1kPAqhh14&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/CristianPauI.ICHIM/posts/pfbid037x7xQAjmgzmxY1X1gHXVn6gcaoJobYQ5X3g73J4Guvi7M3cAo15s9JrtD5ut6nh7l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWw2I85c6E6EWceG0--l7CNaa0USRSQQef_5CH9hHHH7KNv4mFIxWWyr39DbBOwrlpAD8EqDnShxPq1h60nbsHaS8vJd_K28Q9_HAh2vAd1KaQrCifzanpBCVAwTxrULZY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/SilviuDeheleanOradea/posts/pfbid0azNxygte6wFPnELBgSHbR5KNQstQRSTSvhkpXbsG1jg2wMGpSGqTqfKPr4cDbhcbl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUI4lz4Pr1N_r85Ua81shdErrZBn-vDC4exxTOHjB0qxpq4MvbZJtTUvRcb8ijnuj5qM1httfhaHGT8I6uUPzAvIn6aONVknJ1LtSNPYR6tcZ6mcWpYDvU9zGTyYv-MSWI&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/SilviuDeheleanOradea/posts/pfbid02kD55ijB3yCdvvd3YseWv8Lq6fMRAgP7e6y412GgRawupKtEhWGksEDVSqAJCSyQxl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXte_UqFrSnHDu3RqVryXqKGYMZoPlcmhsXtAw2g9_9P3Zgl37d_eu_RYdDMKvCvjgtVMx931URqp91I5paDTd-8gtl0Us7zdYl9pf7GFCWMNzFsORaxP69uSGZOJCwRQY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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03.06.2020 

21.06.2022 

Mihai Ioan Lasca (AUR) 
10.07.2021 

Robert-Ionatan Sighiartău (PNL) 
22.06.2022 

23.06.2021 

Marius-Andrei Miftode (USR) 11.06.2022 

Ana-Loredana Predescu (PPU-SL) 23.06.2022 

Emanuel-Dumitru Ungureanu (USR) 23.06.2021 

Ilie-Alin Coleșa (AUR) 19.06.2021 

Dumitru Viorel Focșa (AUR) 30.08.2021 

Lilian Scripnic (AUR) 
21.01.2022 

31.05.2022 

Radu-Dinel Miruță (USR) 04.01.2022 

Monica-Elena Berescu (PLUS) 22.06.2022 

Cosette-Paula Chichirău (USR) 04.06.2020 

Filip Havârneanu (USR) 

29.05.2020 

12.03.2021 

13.06.2021 

23.06.2021 

29.06.2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/SilviuDeheleanOradea/posts/pfbid0N3LmRwaXhoiRtCYVGK4JvJpdkproB5trcvyRfR1MEzhfWKHCc4PuxQjp7zaa5HNpl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWtVwZbORGBDlV4q2AK-hoC0WfkvKjkFY6lPy0N6R9XSREkOxU3cJzKmwX8zzSzRHUOR1Stkp6jI7envnDjtBs3C29Ddv0D7uA4hwVX7RlShGhYFPKPKyVcwp8Y7gpIqyo&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/SilviuDeheleanOradea/posts/pfbid0o9SUN7Tdf3oNjVh7xZXXojAe74hWCpJjNh9FBpC7LUxXLG2arZmMpTMANQ1z4kvMl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXAtjwOu2TTcZj1ObZeJN9b_m9OooXvvBuofaQ4gRjtE924ueYv98XepZjib4m60LJBKnqHMrAnOl5Conz4chb8DA15LceUUc7dn-g0DyVPaghF3gcAbwKaiuPp9Cbxu4Y&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/DeputatMihaiLasca/posts/pfbid031UeztAKW7sw1kEWRvJZVyXrPR7ow2LQ88rQDTiwtxxNibLhXL78yD4WHJWbptd8vl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUrZ9fBwiL8dPKV8pFyseSpbnaDCrA4oxG8k98dz6fePSoZQlOX9bumKyQa371NORWZ_N7nrp_ELbvIOLOmweTBCX4vfUxP8DGoQMAuF-v-fINEUB7sCv8IAALKUN2cTRs&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sighiartau.robert/posts/pfbid0XAodGUeLLPZF9N8pyjxnoHik1ueiH187vzBXu8tb3TK2pjWEWJch4JKpZ7wWrnQl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWFY9jmRkcLBKvN33bI9EGHaKok0L9Igve0A8F6aLInk4ksohanmw_JrMtEgjUoiynmR3p3ppYR--HsYjOVxOVc6PofTGeDrqQfOFn7KgOa-Q&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/robert.sighiartau/posts/pfbid02phKSwghzGjF4K5iuj1weiKbqBiASYEbM3epssBwQBJW7dmeQf2upZzJevQ9J3a7sl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVmifqCy9ci4RAtkhBPPZf8xSlFploddWUhttIXrU7SLCI69lglmk2gVBsnVVrrbgTcc9MPc8LJCHq7kH9BCf6t2uKJrg3j3jQKczGvOik5tWo6UQo7Ksuhn3wJfy_Zcs0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/AndreiMariusMiftode/posts/pfbid0FXapJux6Ub6C833wm7nNDSPsrx9UDkRdovL169cSpvy4wyaMg9pZaAJMUC8P66dVl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU9NLaxFxO-2XsjThpOaf7mBNnLGGIGB5nxU7psX7PHbUVUbbnU2tVI5E0S6fWIAwEIdMahFrhZYS81c8CBob844sNX73ZMibd9kXsdCVvG5jRyIL-A3kLjadsZ8jG8VwQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/analoredanapredescu/posts/pfbid037yKdcQ3HuQewB8Wx21ECM7wurVVizKvxnX4EXk4wa86baiiyZM9xNaxw4cNXqXNhl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX2aHDZ9NsZcbM0BSmJ981DajwMzJ7zdor8vpYQ4OqqpQJlGfklaQn1WrkkWgttsxbG2GbhuVCJiz76pnWDG5n62vHJwiW5bfLIrja6-FSyyYv83vbDYaWFeDpRFWJXnmQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/deputat.emanuelungureanu/posts/pfbid0PxjdtfQeeFd76FswDnf2wRmrdD2LuB8WcdXe1pdmbbTtFvV78Pq9X3HaVV4hRtUSl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVlZX3hv4gM5RZL3DQvSG_CRB0fGnhVq1T-EgXmMUFUkvoG-5WgU9OksX5bH_rZBxp3hpdw4alrz3jSNwgEifzusVA8-O9paOCv49fk-LRF2qnFWZPHZOYzSBga8ZpNKvQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02HfePhvRufyLq44ykZTdHCzSu6xJ5YUTbKiKMSQd6AG2X2zTrNzp2kzFqQAuzaZCBl&id=100561315341380&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUNa2YfEnQpVJ6Z0PXNqaILWQNEJVt54puMzdnNZa1epiBsURvr8cYuCyJQgCoocSs39dIrzMgu7QzTlxZMf2Jgdte2sMbmEXafThMxOlEL0n90nM4EIMym8zkrabwXomw&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/DVFocsa/posts/pfbid02evC23ENMFQwbu6JzeDrVx7udCFZbKRf7oaEgU84zfmWowiPXuk7agTXcjT42TTVMl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXkaZr1ivzd4cl9-vv8ZbufO_vxhWDB0sOxyoZQ8b4YOzel6X5-ILMnZQeZmRH-jtydiB8KHDEOOsT3lAsBV5SbIsi1uVovyS4eUCQzXs6h-Y8bS8l1AmD2jlvvHSFPMB4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/scripniclilian/posts/pfbid0ofFhsSW76tCz1kyeLgerA4DUXYe7WwHUXNv1s4BcaqXFQRjWo1PVevCFmBpThSD4l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV4zbNyeYUIA5rSjSVg14kLDszKEbokUYsnTLU26MSFsyQ-nJycpKBVkkRMCZojRKOixkWO01f9HwG0dQ72VjA2o2knABbmic0hlfVv3Bs6cYT1wRns-LDDIqvGUYjdozY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/scripniclilian/posts/pfbid0MvF4z1AHCbMJhrXY9HAiPQNyMkjoqjqUtqCn7AWs2m8zSv6znnXdeTxM2bvbFpwHl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWoSoFr1giLkvKkWRF4_fpai1PxhQLtZUpOm3PosDO_Ay5GeUGvOSH9V8P6VY1caLfWszka3ImhDeMfFaKOK31glhbHK829SkDhrZtQbuXKHr7PuBhNF_6Ec35N60rryBQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/miruta.ro/posts/pfbid04oCHhuiVhNsEmiEAbHqzAyW3p9wuCshch2rfH6pzFj4UKFJaXinedcFHWCNZAFNRl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXisyhTm8rnQX8HKsYhRAZFi3vzWe8QbhWezPDiS70ryDNQP5cEnzM2SwYnyEaU5Ksv6YDCE0swMDsfHGXlRawz9qIzAD3OxEb1yTzLg6ybU3wjipBatrLeI9CkAxGj6W4&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/monicaberescuUSRPLUS/posts/pfbid0sUQS3qqj3mpJe78TJ9RWbctNQZ1N9mQLvtq6WKVvXiicDJ3NdtagPsT3ZDQa1anwl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVvNbQSFrO3Q3IQRt7W4nMEGR7kZIOBKbflybYxe-hdzVY9iISdtmm6MwhSsr7oydmeForVdF9SQj2d027vLWZkxEaeAbue77IT2UAjBLGdYYL6ZWHUIeAX7ZESCKFoY-k&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/CosetteChichirauUSR/posts/pfbid02tEkmzuUUS7BrKt9bHkCEPPYQbEFBtKYFECHZcQMkXm7p4Uyh2DmRg1bUHJyHmWXl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUCel9oRkGXfwlYLzu882BmR7_AkuQEe9pqchxKjSnFcwp-1T061x_i8vNFDUMNELB9VLlXBvQ2ZmBpPc4-kiQ-ceTC2XcdtYrGTnO0CAiCFIFZeA0XJCiEtu6C0uiJRFk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/FilipHavarneanuUSR/posts/pfbid02BxJViGCnqc7kKR2QNeeucca6ik4Xc1d7T3fP12WRyP4FvojWJYTPwqneuyQqDEF2l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXfHLs61XQ1rqAfZTFOXC5xtXXzQT7Nonte9S_N6pUcNw9ppyxQYNUUb19ZD4hQGPMdwyV3w_tAy9SYpFcYiQKtT-QIzRisphIfJUaygC2bfJ_-8w1yQub-w8lT__qSXUQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/FilipHavarneanuUSR/posts/pfbid02agU8ATrYG2Q2GVXe1dhTEZvbCXrYNMCpKaxLb4J9vZANpkJFQTP7FWyqdxg8RuNvl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUy5IdSNlUApPc8vM6oy52-IWjOLtxdbABtPJm1klTZxTkm3m2W3QsfdD4tYtljhvZ1ddV0zpoDSZs_aEd0eHYe7EAP3O-7vWg9QLwPF1I9govSwRXhK_L9CXixF_7dtVv2ytDgdz333FhqPCok2hEdfgtVrLT-jUMW8NB_l0ZsHlPJxvzriXXqj9RwaJ27iXs&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/FilipHavarneanuUSR/posts/pfbid0aKB1zAaef5FJbqVPQxHxUGLqGpnv4qenKFn5mYPG9bAo282c4C9QeX3c5rDRS87Fl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWIYw6hLC216D-p8RvaMrsuEqpyK5Bhpjdw5ymJ4TaIJFVGU5Ol-jwiXpUnA5y20N6Q6ypaPihf5T8alPRajMyR4NobPdBMO4WgrolTSfQ8aJsH3402esLDQuIBXarx_6c&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/FilipHavarneanuUSR/posts/pfbid09dkp8ZdWgC79m25g1jThUjLXt4cmuLtAUjwRaBYtzX7wNTofUhUYHu1JhYhnm6Jol?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVbv6kFytpmCB7i5_BtyG5TeZWW3YdRfyT4OYaaWukKMZDMAgFabU8fHaLfx6cnVIx8Aa-0UY7sziRjXqZUy63u5oVWeBlLIcLNt8A8vr6m2KktQ6pzEo1C7Q7dgNecvN0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/FilipHavarneanuUSR/posts/pfbid0UDDvKKV5pAiV1UCceYKjYf4ivsRLvEACognPt3CvfUGsV49wMBjeCPd4MpP7DBcal?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUAayyS2EH-ngd_uJ4zSvzA5_XA-v4LsgroZFK09t7CRWTRL9n0_ojmzqFias5d_SindzISA4haVfhhuK0iEU6QifSqJU_kCzHnB-tVN9F7wHkw6z0v0XWiPIAIda8BbzQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Appendix 4: Selected quotes for further research 

This appendix will further introduce a series of quotes, with an English translation, belonging to 

members of the Parliament of Romania and the President, Klaus Iohannis. As shown in the 

literature review and the conclusions that were drawn from this thesis, the representation of 

“gender” in the debate surrounding recent legislative proposals and their impact on women’s rights 

is under-researched and could be explored further by analysing different aspects of these 

discourses. Due to the limited length and scope of this dissertation, the entire empirical material 

could not be incorporated into the Analysis, especially since it is in another language. In this 

context, this appendix could support such research by making excerpts from the discourses in this 

debate more accessible to non-Romanian speakers.  

I. Law No. 87/2020 for Amending and Completing the Art. 7 of the 

National Education Law No. 1/2011 

“(...) în ultimii ani, a apărut o nouă ideologie de gen. Conform acesteia, sexul biologic nu ar trebui 

să eticheteze persoanele drept ‘femeie’ sau ‘bărbat’, ci fiecare dintre oameni poate alege din zecile 

de tipuri de gen pe cel pe care îl preferă.  O dată cu apariția ideologiei de gen, fenomenul 

prozelitismului, atât pe baza criteriului de sex cât și a celui de gen, a devenit un pericol real în 

sistemul de învățământ. În consecință, propunerea legislativă completează enumerarea 

interdicțiilor cu interdicțiile prozelitismului pe baza criteriului de sex și a prozelitismului pe baza 

criteriului de gen.” 

Translation 

“(...) in recent years, a new gender ideology has emerged. According to it, biological sex should 

not label people as ‘woman’ or ‘man’, but each of the people can choose from dozens of types of 

gender the one they prefer. With the emergence of gender ideology, the phenomenon of 

proselytism, based on both sex and gender criteria, became a real danger in the education system. 

Accordingly, the legislative proposal completes the list of prohibitions with prohibitions of 

proselytizing on the basis of the criterion of sex and proselytizing on the basis of the criterion of 

gender.” 

 Vasile Cristian Lungu (PMP) | 04.11.2019 | Memorandum 
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“Ca senator, am protejat copiii noști în școli de ideologia de gen sexo-marxistă, ideologie votată 

doar de USR și UDMR (PNL s-a abținut). Conform acestei teorii/ideologii, genul unei persoane 

este un concept diferit de sexul biologic și cele două nu sunt întotdeauna aceleași. Deci, sexul 

biologic dobândit la naștere nu ar trebui să eticheteze persoanele drept ‘femeie’ sau ‘bărbat’, ci 

fiecare dintre copii ar trebui să își aleagă dintre cele peste 114 genuri inventate de susținătorii 

acestei teorii în funcție de preferința personală (de exemplu: astralgender, agender, demigender, 

heliogender etc.). Ideologia de gen clamează, așadar, că ‘genul’ unui copil nu trebuie să corespundă 

neapărat sexului biologic.” 

Translation 

“As a senator, I protected our children in schools from sexo-Marxist gender ideology, an ideology 

voted for only by USR and UDMR (PNL abstained). According to this theory/ideology, a person’s 

gender is a distinct concept from biological sex, and the two are not always the same. So, the 

biological sex acquired at birth should not label people as ‘female’ or ‘male’, but each child should 

choose from the more than 114 genders invented by the proponents of this theory according to 

personal preference (for example: astralgender, agender, demigender, heliogender, etc.). Gender 

ideology claims, therefore, that the 'gender' of a child does not necessarily correspond to the 

biological sex” 

 Vasile Cristian Lungu (PMP) | 16.06.2020 | Facebook 

 

“Toată această mascaradă pornește de la prevederile Convenției de la Istanbul (2011), care 

definește genul ca fiind ‘rolurile, comportamentele, activitățile și atributele construite social, pe 

care o societate dată le consideră adecvate pentru femei și bărbați’.” 

Translation 

“All this masquerade starts from the provisions of the Istanbul Convention (2011), which defines 

gender as ‘the socially constructed roles, behaviours, activities and attributes that a given society 

considers appropriate for women and men’.” 

 Emil-Marius Paşcan | 17.06.2020 | Facebook 

 

“Ideologia de gen nu există de fapt în școlile din România! E multă manipulare si politizare 

excesivă pe orice subiect! (...) Nu e normal să nu existe în unitățile noastre de învățământ o educație 

https://www.facebook.com/vasilecristianlungu/posts/pfbid0PWCNzwjDNU7PKVu2APZvRHrLc7cMUH5V7DJsSpSPyQuec4Wj72CCUi2kxGQpy1Jul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU3A2X60pS7u-RD_oVOuznjtFLLGBtq20TdWi3MezyxF8U8ZexlVvpnzdMel0s9j7A4knBSDQai94vsaSB5S5qVqb0n0enYjsgB1z2ogR3mSrJfrBIhA64WwPvRAM_p3XWCYWPfittHizhZivZrr50w&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/marius.pascan.10/posts/pfbid0EP5FK239RDREmitrD5wbnn51bj7a9g8N5vhmCD5LyTtSAqFg2SDsRK4nqAP39FrQl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUzT6Y86BS_artDE9AVGLdczh0uZ5JBwY39HtHfRuaINHOSaJBbuBmrJWsOUtMpBhs-arxBd-56skQrJTyrO6wxdBkxh45tgJxyA_IVaQvKbmr_ZlOMacmjV9OlS0i9nAY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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pentru egalitate între cele două genuri, feminin și masculin, ca să nu mai avem prejudecăți. Vedem 

din media cum sunt tratate fetele și femeile privind violența domestică, violența din mediul online, 

există niște statistici îngrijorătoare care ne arată această mentalitate de a privi adolescentele și 

femeile ca niște obiecte sexuale în societate.” 

Translation 

“Gender ideology does not actually exist in schools in Romania! There is a lot of manipulation 

and excessive politicization on any subject! (...) It is not normal that there is no education for 

equality between the two genders, female and male, in our educational institutions, so that we no 

longer have prejudices. We see from the media how girls and women are treated regarding 

domestic violence, online violence, there are some worrying statistics that show us this mentality 

of looking at teenage girls and women as sexual objects in society.” 

 Cristina-Ionela Iurișniți (USR) | 22.06.2020 | Facebook 

 

“(...) Curtea reține că noțiunea de „gen” are o sferă mai largă decât cea de ‘sex’/sexualitate în sens 

strict biologic, întrucât încorporează elemente complexe de natură psihosocială. Astfel, dacă 

noțiunea de ‘sex’ este circumscrisă caracterelor biologice care marchează deosebirile dintre bărbați 

și femei, noțiunea de ‘gen’ se referă la un ansamblu de trăsături psihologice și socioculturale. 

Această din urmă noțiune cuprinde elemente de identitate socială a individului, evolutive în 

corelație cu evoluția societății și reevaluarea continuă a interpretării principiului egalității și 

nediscriminării pe criteriul sexului. Identitatea de gen implica și rolurile sociale asignate cutumiar 

și discriminările bazate pe criteriul sexului/genului. (...) Statul român a consacrat legislativ această 

viziune/abordare, asumându-și obligații ce vizează, în esență, combaterea stereotipiilor de gen și 

realizarea efectivă a principiului egalității și nediscriminării.” 

Translation 

“(...) The Court notes that the notion of ‘gender’ has a wider scope than that of ‘sex’/sexuality in 

a strictly biological sense, as it incorporates complex elements of a psychosocial nature. Thus, if 

the notion of ‘sex’ is circumscribed to the biological characters that mark the differences between 

men and women, the notion of ‘gender’ refers to a set of psychological and sociocultural traits. 

The latter notion includes elements of the social identity of the individual, evolving in correlation 

with the evolution of society and the continuous reevaluation of the interpretation of the principle 

of equality and non-discrimination on the basis of gender. Gender identity also involves 

https://www.facebook.com/deputatcristinaiurisniti/posts/pfbid02kMGAsARFSERHGLatbiuzeeEPgfvBUWDtEVU2ayH4LPxc64YTc2etMzcjX9aEkktul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4MUgmQl2IQEgmVhDisNSmQO4lUIusHK9vpiawj_R6QLi0SpmoDDEqmBBO8XXg6e9oENid0WybUkvz1K8WlvMwHWQDEdvzzlErCyvL6CvLfXr6Yj_b4eLLANDd-104nn0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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customarily assigned social roles and discrimination based on sex/gender. (...) The Romanian state 

has legislated this vision/approach, assuming obligations aimed, in essence, at combating gender 

stereotypes and effectively achieving the principle of equality and non-discrimination.” 

 Constitutional Court of Romania | 21.01.2021 | Decision No. 907 

II. Legislative proposal PLx. No. 243/2022 on amending Law No. 272/2004 

on the protection and promotion of children's rights 

“În acest context, și în contextul în care România a aderat nu doar la spațiul UE, ci și la principiile 

și valorile pe care le promovează, consider complet deplasat și retrograd anunțul dlui deputat 

UDMR Zakaris Zoltan că va depune un proiect de lege asemănător cu cel introdus de guvernul lui 

Viktor Orban din Ungaria (...). 

Deși cei ce susțin acest demers consideră că aceste acțiuni sunt menite să protejeze copiii de 

propaganda LGBT, nu există niciun fel de date care să susțină că numărul homosexualilor crește 

dacă le sunt recunoscute drepturilor și sunt acceptate în societate.” 

Translation 

“In this context, and in the context in which Romania joined not only the EU, but also to the 

principles and values it promotes, I consider the announcement of Mr. Zakaris Zoltan that he will 

submit a bill similar to the introduced by Viktor Orban's government in Hungary (...). 

Although those who support this approach believe that these actions are intended to protect 

children from LGBT propaganda, there is no data to support that the number of homosexuals 

increases if their rights are recognized and accepted in society.” 

- Oana-Alexandra Cambera (REPER) | 29.07.2021 | Facebook 

 

III. Law No. 191/2022 and the process of changing Art. 46 of Law No. 

272/2004 on the protection and promotion of children's rights 

 

“Astăzi în Senatul României s-a dat un nou asalt asupra educației copiilor noștri.(...) Practic, vor 

să transforme educația sanitară în educație sexuală și să elimine acordul părinților din lege! Sub 

masca intențiilor nobile se ascund interese meschine și nocive.(...) Copiii noștri nu sunt materie 

primă pentru diverse ONG-uri care urmăresc îndoctrinarea lor cu idei fără suport științific, precum 

teoria de gen.” 

https://www.facebook.com/CamberaOana/posts/pfbid0jkRdDjZJibVLkzkEKLPRoedDgawgpd6Q25kUXmLP9JbJgzYH5bWgonbJ5wHWximgl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWAlLgn4dVChDw74BNWLE5SYDuSmgGCx711XqoqWpkf4-sTWaI8Pvmmkk5AnVWYI8DLtm0ZO8v4Fzys3ju-9jhCV2k-etRtkb04i2H0KvqnPLsGtFQxfvI_UlCmIL8HIoY&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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Translation 

“Today in the Romanian Senate there was a new assault on the education of our children. (...) 

Basically, they want to transform health education into sex education and remove parental consent 

from the law! Beneath the mask of noble intentions hide petty and harmful interests.(...) Our 

children are not raw material for various NGOs that seek to indoctrinate them with ideas without 

scientific support, such as gender theory.” 

 Rodica Boancă (AUR) | 03.02.2021 | Facebook 

 

“Ceea ce îi deranjează pe cei din coaliția de guvernare este faptul că, formula lor neomarxistă, care 

introduce educația sexuală în școli, fără ca părinții să aibă un cuvânt de spus, a fost modificată de 

Parlament, care a reintrodus acordul părinților și a înlocuit ‘educația sexuală’ cu variante mai 

echilibrate ‘educație sanitară’, ‘educație pentru viață’, pentru că ne dorim ca tinerii și copiii să 

devină responsabili, nu experți în sex sau pornografie, de la vârste fragede.” 

Translation 

“What bothers those in the governing coalition is that their neo-Marxist formula, which introduces 

sex education in schools without parents having a say, has been changed by Parliament, which has 

reintroduced parental consent and replaced ‘sexual education’ with more balanced variants ‘health 

education’, ‘education for life’, because we want young people and children to become 

responsible, not experts in sex or pornography, from an early age.” 

 Sorin Vlașin (PSD) | 11.02.2021 | Facebook 

 

“Curentul populist-conservator l-am simțit în ultimii ani chiar și pe dreapta politică. Nu putem 

modela personalitatea tinerilor noștri în funcție de ideologii. Trebuie să ne asigurăm că le oferim 

tinerilor noștri, acasă și la școală, un set de informații corecte, care să îi ajute în viață.” 

Translation 

“I have felt the populist-conservative current in recent years even on the political right. We cannot 

shape the personality of our youth according to ideologies. We need to ensure that we provide our 

young people, at home and at school, with the right set of information to help them in life.” 

 Alina-Ștefania Gorghiu (PNL) | 23.06.2021 | Facebook 

  

https://www.facebook.com/rodicaboancaAUR/posts/pfbid07jzuYQqozL1sFTy8ay4D11UEZdBbQYiKZhBrn46mH6B3EHnhqKM67wyZZQiw56xxl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW15aIO1x0eKIna-RdP2iLFdFEQnr6fIoavr4tddF-2X6zvXk3bS0RF-CkJ4TAPaXvccJOSqbuJ5OJYIR0HmTCzQlt8sd7E4bmVHCGSnYSN2PA_uIGYlE0cojA9e9Tyy4o&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/vlasinsorin/posts/pfbid031gEQ2QgWgm7UNUh8uXzDJbkpcnzhkopizMq6KhJv3EMgGjequMptxYc7ipHbfv8Ll?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV2IeLANwB8YaP8C9zxB0kQx3xpAcZuOlFvRBaYgDFYx-8RmEEbh5BeQlJqpiVDxy58P4p10g3zlHMAw3PTZeIeOFo7P7tSoiYa1c-k90CKRpiXvRJAhsqTCJQwROFtYpk&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/alinagorghiu/posts/pfbid0cVCcsaGNKPbQRJ9k38J3F9pTEbbnXnNbazN6tZ3u1kbFFWM1fTHyYgwyaa6m7wJnl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVVg29w4fJPKs775JkyrpOlDEJiCWZn0wPnlmpGq6BGlJr8f_8IN_vzDgl4HpAL9feHAJ29NrwXCg4qN_qHbtvQh6sT_pn8s150RJ5EwDnUKgk1YMnvAMs-Pb7u_0DlS_c&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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“Contrar celor susținute de persoanele care se opun educației sexuale, cercetările efectuate la nivel 

național și internațional au demonstrat beneficiile unei educații sexuale cuprinzătoare, inclusiv: 

întârzierea debutului activității sexuale, reducerea asumării de riscuri, creșterea utilizării 

mijloacelor de contracepție și atitudini îmbunătățite în ceea ce privește sănătatea sexuală și 

reproductivă.” 

Translation 

“Contrary to the claims of those opposed to sex education, national and international research has 

demonstrated the benefits of comprehensive sex education, including: delayed start of sexual 

activity, reduced risk-taking, increased use of contraception and improved attitudes towards sexual 

and reproductive health.” 

 Andrei-Răzvan Lupu (REPER) | 17.06.2021 | Facebook 

 

“Partidul Mișcarea Populară susține educația pentru sănătate, nu și educația sexuală cuplată, 

eventual, și cu teoria identității de gen. Da, tinerii trebuie să știe să se protejeze, e necesar să 

scădem numărul uriaș al sarcinilor minorelor, dar nu putem îngădui ca, încă din fragedă pruncie, 

copiii să fie învățați că pot face sex oricând băiat cu băiat, fată cu fată și, eventual, că e în regulă 

să-și aleagă singuri genul, adică dimineața, să poată alege să fie băiat, la prânz, fată și, pe înserat, 

să devină ceva fluid, bisexual, transexual, asexuat sau vreo bizarerie dintre cele peste o sută de 

variante inventate ca posibile de ideologii ‘transgenderismului’.”  

Translation 

“The Popular Movement Party supports health education, not sex education coupled, possibly, 

with the theory of gender identity. Yes, young people must know how to protect themselves, it is 

necessary to reduce the huge number of underage pregnancies, but we cannot allow that, from an 

early age, children are taught that they can have sex anytime boy with boy, girl with girl and 

possibly, that it's okay to choose their own gender, that is, in the morning, to be able to choose to 

be a boy, at lunchtime, a girl and, in the evening, to become something fluid, bisexual, transsexual, 

asexual or some oddity among over a hundred variants invented as possible by ‘transgenderism’ 

ideologies.” 

 Emil-Marius Pașcan (PMP) | 25.06.2020 | Facebook 

 

https://www.facebook.com/DeputatAndreiLupu/posts/pfbid0V2QHgsXisFKEwu5DxUykuDFFi8x6M2qkMyAirwiEHkVBL51Kt4xdJ2berCasqYxpl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUr1OHParjD_STdqOBb1PP8CGaMyQKhjEpfPCk_bQ_wZNuAQ_x1qW-e6RujkhELu9LsUCqwlKOljKTvTDpQ-2vnEwti2JDxGRQpGUe4431-aQcYGCGeaV0k3BgzCRWtOK0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/EmilMariusPascan/posts/pfbid023vQt6v9LFhKgfkdJ7tPSgJ9W7KNfiwsgcYcqMAZTBVrvHbTpgnDjjU5yiwhAov1ql?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVRoh9pb75ggSXK-HF3Kwj5KElbEjggQ0v9ZYFsguY05JlKHUJSRBiBlzkUIox2AyWXJmLIVG4Ta_ZkSJzsOaABrLp4vSmAB3Qo-emeV78rcjzXzlkyURsHwF3wMSYUDn0&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
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“Sunt îngrozit cum noi, ca societate, nu dăm doi bani pe viața fetițelor și a femeilor. Sunt tată de 

fete și mă interesează ca ele să se dezvolte sănătos, cu cunoaștere și cu grijă pentru propriul lor 

corp. Să fim sinceri, toată argumentația fascistoidă etalată azi în Parlament de PSD, PNL, AUR, 

UDMR împotriva educației sexuale se referă la corpul femeilor. Înalții reprezentanți ai statului 

român nu vor ca fetele noastre să fie pregătite pentru viață, să știe despre menstruație, sexualitate, 

sarcină și tot ce le așteaptă ca femei adulte.  

De fapt, toate aceste partide se contopesc intr-unul singur PARTIDUL CARE URĂȘTE FEMEILE 

și care a votat împotriva amendamentului USR care facilita orele pentru educație pentru sănătate, 

prezente și astăzi în școli.” 

Translation 

“I am appalled at how we as a society don't give a damn about the lives of girls and women. I am 

a father of girls and I am interested in them developing healthily, with knowledge and care for 

their own bodies. Let's be honest, all the fascist argument displayed today in Parliament by PSD, 

PNL, AUR, UDMR against sex education refers to women's bodies. The high representatives of 

the Romanian state do not want our girls to be prepared for life, to know about menstruation, 

sexuality, pregnancy and everything that awaits them as adult women. 

In fact, all these parties merge into one PARTY THAT HATES WOMEN and voted against the 

USR amendment that facilitated the health education classes still present in schools today.” 

 Silviu Dehelean (USR) | 21.06.2022 | Facebook 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/SilviuDeheleanOradea/posts/pfbid0o9SUN7Tdf3oNjVh7xZXXojAe74hWCpJjNh9FBpC7LUxXLG2arZmMpTMANQ1z4kvMl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXAtjwOu2TTcZj1ObZeJN9b_m9OooXvvBuofaQ4gRjtE924ueYv98XepZjib4m60LJBKnqHMrAnOl5Conz4chb8DA15LceUUc7dn-g0DyVPaghF3gcAbwKaiuPp9Cbxu4Y&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R

